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Is it not, in fact,
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• it is
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-rii,19.
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TRUTH AND LOVE
N CHRIST, t ruth and
love coincide. To the
extent that we draw near
to Chris4 in our own life,
,.,___.;:i...,.• truth and love merge.
Love without truth wouJd be
blind; truth without love would
be like a 'resounding gong or a
dashing cymbal�
- From Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger's homily
at the opening Mass of the Conclave that
elected him Pope, April 18, 2005.

The orig£ns r/Fountains Abbey� Bolton� UK

REMEMBER THE BOY
OFEGREMOND
HE PICTURESQUE remains of
this once magnificent m o nastic
establishment are situated in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, on the
banks of the river Wharfe, about
six miles from Skipton. A priory
was founded at Embassy, about
two miles from Bolton, by WiUiam de M.escbines and
Cecilia, his wife, in the year 112'1, for Canons Regular
of the order of St. Augustine. OJl the founders' deaths,
they left a daughter, who adopted her mother's name,
Romillc, and was married to William Fitz Duncan,
nephew of David, King of Scotland. They had two
sons: the elder died young, the younger, called from
the place of his birth, the Boy of Egremond, became
the last hope of his widowed mother. In the deep
solitude of the woods between Bolton and Barden,
four miles up the rivei� the Wharfe suddenly contracts
itself into a rocky channel little more than four feet
wide, and pours through the fissure with a rapidity
proportioned to its confinement. The place was then,
as it is now, called the Strid, from a feat often exercised
by persons of more agility than prudence, who strode
from brink to brink. regardless of the destruction that
awaited a faltering step. Such was lhe fate of young
Romille, the Boy of Egremond, who inconsiderately
hounding over the chasm, with a greyhound in his
leash, the animal hung back, and drew his unfortm1ate
master i nt.o the foaming torrent. To perpetuate the
memory of this event.. his grieving mother determined
to remove the priory from Embassy to the 11earest
convenient spot, and accordingly, erected a magnificent
priory at Bolton. Il was dissolved June 11, I 540.
- John Tim hs, Abbeys, Ca.rtlu and Ancient /Tails ofE11fflu11d and Wales.

London, Frederick Warne and Co. North.

f unda1edJ

p.p.177-178,

quoting 71,e flis1ory qfthe Defme,_y ef Craven, by Dr Whitakl'r.
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ISLAM AND DEMOCRACY

lslamisation ofthe State in Malaysia

SPEAK OUT
AGAINST INTOLERANCE

T

HERE is no doubt that lslamisation has moved beyond the mere absorption of
Islamic values to demands that are beginning to distress not only those outside
the faith but also those of the faith.

When it began in the 1980s, Lhc values that Malaysians were encouraged to absorb
and practise in their daily Jives were universal ones like honesty, hard work, .respect,
kindness and generosity. Unfortunately the policy played into the hands of bigots who
wanted to see a more formal Islam practised throughout the country and who also
wanted to see it become more visible than just the domes and the minarets.
Thus more of Islam has entered educational institutions and work places. Almost
unnoticed, Islamic elements have also entered many state constitutions. Gradually,
Jslamisation takes on a form that begins to alarm many people. It has moved from mere
exhortation and persuasion to a crude enforcement of laws that prohibit Muslims from,
among other things, drinking or serving alcohol, gambling, singing and dancing, and
punishing them for not praying and fasting.
In their overzealousness, the Islamic religious authorities send out enforcement
teams to raid entertainment outlets - the latest being the pub in a hotel in Glenmarie,
Selangor on Friday - to discourage Muslims from patronising these places. But in the
process they annoy and inconvenience foreign visitors and other Malaysians who are
not of the faith.
Malaysia used to take pride in its multireligious character and the easy co-existence
that prevailed among people of the various faiths. Prime Minister Datuk Seri Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi's visit to a church on Christmas Eve almost five years ago was cheered
by almost everyone, including those in other countries, as a strong mark of Malaysian
religious tolerance. But then came the raids, the end of efforts to set up an interfaith
commission., and t.he end of discussion over Article 121 (IA) of the Federal Constitution
which gave the Syariah Court jurisdiction over matters concerning conversion to Islam
and because of it, tbe tussle over the dead.
All these have emboldened the religious authorities and it looks as though they have
now assumed control of the government Tslamisation agenda. Tn the interest of national
unity, harmony and peace, these authorities must be reminded and told that they cannot
go overboard. Above all, those who want the halcyon days of religious tolerance to
return must be forever vigilant and brave.
- Editorial in the Sun Daily, the third most prominent English daily in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. owned by
Vincent Tan Chee Yioun.
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EDITORIAL

A Catholic reflection on altering the way we designate our Era

A

NNO DOMINI 2008
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
By PAUL STENHOUSE

N era is a succession
of years calcu lated
from some special
event called an epoch.
In a n c i e n t t im e s
L11ere were eras of
political or civil origin
like the 'Era of Alexander the Great:
whose epoch was Alexander's capture of
Pcrsepolis in Persia in 330 BC.
The Romans LOok their epocl1 to be
the founding of Rome in 753 BC. 'They
designated their era by the initials AUG
- .Anno Urbis Conditae - 'From the year
of the City's Foundation,' thongh as
youngsters studying Latin I think we
always took AUC to represent Ah Urhc
Condita - 'From the founding of the
City:
Greek writers and especially hjsrorians
calcnlated their era [OLI from the first
Olympiad in 776 BC. Their epoch was
Jnly 13th 776 BC - the elate of the
victory of Coroebus in the foot race.

Jews took 3760 BC for their epoch
because they believed it to be the date
of the Creation of the world. 3761
became the first year of their era Ann"

Mundi[AM].

Provinces and even cities had their
own eras. For example, Arabia had an
era whose epoch was March 22, 106 AD,
when it was made a Province of Rome by
Trajan. Ascalon in Palestine had two eras
whose epocl1s were 104 BC and 57 BC;
Beirut in Lebanon had one dating from
81 BC. 'lyre had two eraR, 274 BC and
116 BC. and the year began on October
19.
Before 533 AD Western [Latin Rite]
and Eastern [Byzantine Rite] Catholics
used a number of differem eras to
calculate the years: the Roman. the
Greek. etc., depending on where they
Jived. From 284 AD. however, they used
the 'Era of Diocletian: which they called
the 'Era of Martyrs,' !Anno Mar �y rum],
because of the ferocity of the persecution

Re-branding 'Capitulation'
Abe Greenwald

B

ritain's Daily Telegraph reports that Dutch Catholics have ·re-branded" the
Lent fast "Christian Ramadan." Martin Van der Kuil, director of the Catholic
charity Vastenaktie said, "The image of the Catholic Lent must be polished. The
fact that we use a Muslim term is related to the fact that Ramadan is a better
known concept among young people than Lent.''
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, has recommended that
England formally adopt certain aspects of shari'a law to "help maintain social
cohesion."
As this plays out, former Dutch MP Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who was forced to flee
the Netherlands under lslamist death threats, can't find her way to the "social
cohesion• of an interfaith Europe. She's going from country to country in the
hopes of persuading a government to protect her from would-be assassins.
The 're-branding• of Lent is really a re-defining of several things: Catholicism,
European culture, and the fate of nations. "Re-branding" is one of those weasel
terms common to market-driven societies such as the Netherlands, Great Britain,
and the U.S .. What's really happening isn't marketing, but product development:
Anglican shari'a and Catholic Ramadan. When some version of this trend hits
America, we savvy consumers should at least be able to call it by its name.
- For the full text see Commentarymagazme.com, Contentions, Februa,y 12, 2008
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of Christians under Diocletian. The
epoch of trus era was August 29, 284 AD.
the year that Diodes (later Diocletian]
became Emperor of Rome. The Crear
Persecution broke out in 303 AD.
Since 533 AD when a Scythian abbot
in Rome, Dionysius Exi6'1lUS, calculated
the Epoch of the birth of Jesus [ I AD J
to have occurred in 754 AUC - actually
Jesus was boni four years earLier iu 750
AUC - the words Anno Domini [AD]
'Year of the Lord' have been written
after the year ever since. Our era is
known as 'Diouysian· after the monk who
iutroduced iL Since 533 AD this Catholic
reckoning has become the principal
chronological epoch not just for the
West, but throughout the world.
Dionysius called this the 'faa of
the Incarnation of the Word' [Anno
Jncamalionis Verhtl and sometimes it was
called 'The Era of Grace' [.Anno Graiiac].
It replaced the 'Era of Martyrs' [Anno
Mar�yrum] throughout the Christian
world, except for Ethiopia and Egyp t
Muslims have their own dating
system. TI1eir epoch is July 16, 622 AD
when Muhammad entered Me<lina after
fleeing Mecca. It is called "Ilic Era of the
Flight' (A.H. .Anno Hcgirae].
Naturally, non-Christians [Hindus,
Bndclhists, Jews, Muslims, and others]
have maintained their own systems of
eras parallel to the Christian 011e.
This year, 2008 AD, in Jewish diaries,
is 5768 AM [Anno llfundz] ·The Year of
the World'. The epoch (the date of the
creation of the world) according to the
modem Jewish calendar is 1 Tishri 1 AM
which corresponds to October 7, 3761
BC in the Christian reckoniug,
Usually, wheu giving Muslim dates
[AH Anno Hegirac] the Christian Era
[AD Anno Domim] is given with them
- otherwise tlH· chronology would be
incomprehensible to the non- Muslim
f and many Muslim] readers. Tn Muslim

diaries this year, 2008 AD is t 429 AH.

A Clash of Eras?
Samuel Huntington's book The Clash

of Cfoi/izatioru, for all its generalizing

and reliance on anecdotal evidence,
drew attention to the ephemeralness of
what once might have been thought to
be unchangeable aspects of social and
political life in Europe and the West.
If I ma y be permitted to coin a
phrase, I suggest that we now await the
appearance of its companion volume
The Clash of Eras. Various groups are
agitating to replace AD, the Year of our
Lord Ann() Domini, with CE 'Common
Era,' and Be.fore Christ with BCE, 'Before
the Common Era'.
These abbreviations have been long
used by individuals and groups - mainly
non-Christian scholars - but it is only
in recerJt years that attempts have been
roade to have them used more generally.
To complaints some time ago that
the Board of Studies in NSW was
encouraging this change, the Minister for
Education let it be known that there has
been
no policy on the part of the
Board of Studies to replace reference
to the terms, "Defore Christ" (BC) and
"Anno DominiM (AD), which are used
predominantly in NSW syllabuses.
In the Years 7• 10 History syllabus,
BCE is listed in addition to .BC to
assist students to understand a range
of terms used in texts to describe
historical time periods. There is uo
requirement in any of the syllabuses
for schools to use particular terms such
as BCE. Jn fact, the Board of Studies
sets its examinations osing the cerms
BC and AD.'
Nnmbers of internet websites dealing
with this issne nevertheless predict
that ·cE ... a relatively new term that
is experiencing increased usage ... is
eventually expected to replace AD. BCE
... is eventually e.xpectcd to replace BC,
which means 'Before Christ'.2
Among others, the following arc the
most commonly given reasons for the
change:
I. The use of AD or BC offends 01·
distresses non-Christians and u�ing
BCE, CE is a sign of sensitivity to
them, and reduces religious auger and
connict.
2. A universal notation needs to be
religiously neutral.
3. The word 'Common' simply
means that dlis is the most frequently
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used calendar system: the one revised
by Pope Gregory XIII.
4. One is free to interpret the C
in 13CE aml CE as "Christian' if one
wishes to do so.
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Earlier Attempts at
Redesigning the Era
The French revolntionaries, the Nazis
and Communists all tried their haod at
introducing new eras in their respective
empires of terror and 'progress,' hut only
the French redesigned the calendar,
created their own epoch and even
redesigned the clock.In the. Prench
Republican Era, a new epoch began
on September 22, 1792 - the day the
Republic was proclaimed. TI1e Christian
era was abolished, along with its
epoch and the Gregorian Calendar. All
references to Christian beliefs and saints
were eliminated. Each month had 30
days, and the additional days necessary
to complete the year were added at the
end of the last month. Instead of weeks

of s even days, there were to be three
d ecades. i.e. periods of ten days each.
The days were all renamed as 1 st, 2nd.
3rd or 4th etc before or after the decade
i.e. before or after the l 0th, 20th and
3 0th. Sumlay was abolished in favour of
the Decade.
The first month began on September
22 which was the 1 st day of the year. The
months were re-named [l give the names
in English]: Vintage [Sept), Foggy (Oct],
Sleety [Nov], Snowy (Dec], Rainy [Jan],
Windy (Feb], Budding [Mar], Flowery
[Apr], Pasture LMay], Harvest [June],
Hot (July], Fruit (Aug).
The Republican calendar used a rul<'
which would give 31 leap years !called
Olympic Years] in every 128 year period.
Of the centurial or hundredth years
ll800, 1900, 2000, 2100 etc] only tbe
fourth l1undredth year, 2100, was to be
a leap year.
There was never to be a fourth
hundredth year of the Godless French
Republic. This grandiose scheme
concocted by rcvolutionar ic:s who
aimed at the d estruction of Christianity
in France, lasted only until the 3 I st
of December 1805 when it was
discontinued, and the Gregorian system
re-inu-oduced.
The Tsarist Russians had stubbornly
refused to introduce the r evised
Calendar drawn up under Pope Gregory
XIII in 1582 AD. They retained the
defective Julian calendar.
On February l, 1918 [Julian
reckoning] it was, ironically, the atheistic
Bolsheviks who introduced the Gregorian
calendar and omitted the thilteen excess
days that had accumulated since 325
AD, thus making that day 'February 14,
1918 AD. The Russian Orthodox Church
and other Eastern Christian chnrcheR
continue to use the defective Julian
calendar.
The Thousand Year Reich of the
Na:>:is lasted only 12 years, from 19;33
until 1945. The French Revolutionary
Republic lasted 13 years - a year longer.
1he Marxist Soviet Era lasted from 1917
until 1989 - 72 years.

AD/BC not Imposed
How did the calculations of a
Catholic monk from Scythia living in
Rome in .533 AD, come to be observed
throughout most of the world for the
past almost 1500 years? Islam did not
even exist when the Dionysian Era

St George's Cross
deemed 'offensive'

R

ECENTLY. Ben Smith. an English football fan, decided to show his team
support by displaying the flag of England - the red St. George's Cross - on
his car. Mr. Smith was pulled over by police on a routine traffic stop but the gist of
the stop was far from "routine" - or is it?
Ben was stunned to be told by the policeman that his Flag of England was
racist and "offensive to immigrants" and that he would be fined $60 if he refused
to remove it from view.
"Mr Smith, of Melksham. Wiltshire, said: "I honestly could not believe what the
police officer was saying. "He wasn't rude about it at all. He was just very matter
of-fact about the flag being racist and offensive to immigrants." Mr Smith, an avid
England football fan, said he used the flag to cover up a new set of speakers,
which he wanted to hide from would-be thieves He said: "I just thought he was
joking and started to laugh, but he looked at me very seriously and said that I
would have to pay a £30 on-the-spot fine if I refused. "It was really strange and I
drove home quite shocked."
Upon further question as to why and when the display of the English flag IN
ENGLAND - became a racist act - the police spokespersons stumbled through a
few lame excuses:
1. It could be viewed as an "inflammatory act - citing Polish immigrants might
be offended?? Highly unlikely the predominantly Catholic Polish would find a
cross offensive.
2. The officer asked Mr. Smith to remove the flag as an issue of "road safety"
- the officer rationalized ·Road safety and the ability to have a clear view at all
times of what is behind you is of great public importance." Oddly enough there is
no log of Mr Smith being stopped indicating there was nothing wrong with his car.
- Sourc:e: The Opinionator May 25. 2008
was first accepted. It was not imposed.
It gradually replaced the former Era af
Martyrs, and spread aronnd the world as
Catholicism spread.
Even after the Reformation, it
continued to be used in most Protestant
countries. V..11en the new, more accurate
calendar of Pope Gregory XIJT was
introduced in 1582 it was immediately
implemented in Italy, France, Spain and
Portugal, and accepted in the Catholic
Cantons of Switzerland, lhe Catholic
parts of Holland and Zealand, and thr
Catholic States of Ccrmany in 1583, in
Poland in 1586, in Hungary in 1587.
Many Protestant countries refused to
adopt the reformed calendat. Sweden
accepted Crcgory's reforms only in 1696,
the Protestant Cantons of Swtzerland
and the Protestant States of German ill
1700. England held om unt.il 1 752. 'The
Russian Orthodox and the Creeks scill
u�e the old calendar.
For many years, dates according to the
Di onysian and Gr egorian Eras were put
side by side, so that e.g. rhe Protestants
in the Netherlands and the Catholics
in Spain or Italy could meaningfully
communicate.
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Sensitivity
The principal argument advanced
for dropping AD and BC and replacing
them with CE and BCE is that the use
of the former offends or 'distresses
non-Christians,' and using the latter 'is a
sign of s ensitivity to them, and reduces
religious anger and conflict'. No one
can quarrel with the goal of reducing
relig ious conflict. And b eing sensitive
10 others' beliefs and feelings is a
worthy objective. But when it requires
discarding or denying one's own beliefs
or traditions, warning bells should be
sounding.
One recalls Jews who in Otto von
Bismarck's time, out of sensitivity to the
prevailing Lntheran Protestant culture,
abandoned circnmcision and their Jewish
culture generally in order not to offend
the politically correct norms of the day
and to be accept!'d as 'good' Germans.
We are still suffering from the legacy of
that ill-fated misjudgernent.4
A recent example may suffice to
indicate the lop-sidedness of much that
passes for 'sensitivity' to others' religious
beliefs:

'British Midland International has
banned flight crews from wearing
crucifixes or St Christopher or other
medals on flights to Sau<li Amhia in
case th ey offend Muslims. Stewardesses
must also walk two paces behind male
colleagues, have been forbidden to
take bible.s or cuddly toys and must
wear the abaya when they arriv� in
Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia requires
women to wear a headscarf and the
voluminous kaftan that covers them
from head co foot �-alled the abaya in
public; the niqab [or face covering] is
optional Abaya-wearing is enforced by
the religious poli ce. the mu taw'n. There
are- no Christian churches permitted
in Saudi Arabia; Christian vestments,
religious articles or books are banned.
Briti.sh
Midland
representative
Phil Shepherd said, ' . . . we have an
obligation to respect the customs of the
destiriation country'.'

Necessary
Concl u sions

W

The Current Era?

E SHOULD encourage
genuinely
peace-loving
Muslims to take a hard, unflinching
look at their religion and to draw
the necessary conclusion: as
have prominent apostates such as
lbn Warraq, Walid Shoebat, and
Ayaan Hirsl Ali. They have had the
intellectual integrity to acknowledge
the violent nature of Islam and to
reject it by renouncing Islam in its
totali ty. That sort of courage is a
tall order - apostasy is a capital
offeoce In Islam - and we in the
West should do everything to
encourage and protect such acts of
conscience. But the half-measure
of encouraging peaceful Muslims to
take up a 'moderate' form of Islam
is not only an act of intellectual
dishonesty, it is a sure way to foster
future acts of jihad. Many of the
Islamic terrorists of recent years
have been formerly 'moderate'
Muslims who reawakened to an
orthodox interpretation of their faith.
The European ·youths' responsible
for the intermittent riots in France
and elsewhere are largely the
offspring of 'moderate· Muslim
immigrants who fled the repression
of their native Islamic laods. Trying
to foster a 'moderate' form of Islam
is like trying to foster a 'moderate'
form of Communism or National
Socialism.

The Christian .Era whose epoch is
the birth of Jesus has become since 533
AD the best known and the most widely
used system for designating dates.
lf objections to using BC [Uefore
Christ 1 /AD [Anno DominiJ to designate
the Christian Era be hase<l on genuine
religious or cu l t u ral sensibilities. then
non-Christians have their own distinctive
reljgious systems of dating to use, as they
currently do, parallel to lhe Christian
one. To use this general ly, however.
would be impractical, though they d o
not have to use on(y the Christian Era
when giving dates, and arc rerTainly not
obliged to nse the designatioos BC/AD.
When referriug to the Christian Era,
they can do so in brackets [as has been
the case for centuries in scholarly circles]
or, as Theodore Mornrnsen did in his

four volume History ofRome, l>y putting
the date AUC in the hody of the text and
the date BC in the margin.
Non-Christian scholars and others
who continue to use the Christian Era
(and therefore, use the birth of Jesus
Christ as the epoch j, and replace BC/ AD
with BCE/CE, are perfectly free 10 do so.
But many Catholics and other Christians
find the use of the term 'common'
disquieting.

Will Italy, France, Spain, Portugal and
Romania have to stop using Domenica,
Dimanche, Domi11go, Duminica [Lord's
Day] as lhe name for Sunday - because it
affronts certain people's religious beliefs?
The meaning of the term has taken on a
non-rel igious colouring, as has Good Bye
[a contraction of 'God-be-with-you·].6
Will the latter have to go. along with
Aduu and Addio. because atheists are, or
may be, offended? Will terms like Sunday
c1nd Monday [Moonday] Wodensday,
Thorsday and even Easter or Florii [ the
Romanian word for Palm Sunday] be
abandoned because some fundamentalist
Christians find these terms disturbing?

- Gregory Davis, ,n an interview with
Front Page's Jamie Glazov Davis is
author of Religion of Peace? Islam's
War Against the World He received as
Ph.D. in political science from Stanford
University He is the managing director
of Quixotic Media and p roducer of the
feature documenta,y Islam. What the
West Needs to Know - which has 1 ust
been released on OVD.
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In the reasons for the change listed
above it was claimed that 'the word
"common" simply means d1at this is the
most frequently used calendar system:
the one revised by Pope Gregory XIIr
'Common: it is true, may mean
'belonging equally co more than one: but
it may have various pejorative meanings
that Lie close to the surface to trap
unsuspecting users.
For instance, it may mean 'vulgar:
'of inferior quality,' 'undistinguished,'
'ordinary' as in 'commoner and 'House of
Commons; or 'common Jo!die,1. It also can
mean 'not sacred: 'not holy,' 'secular,'
and 'u nconsecrated'. In the English
translation of I Samuel 2 1 , 4 e.g. 'the
priest answered David. and said, There is
no common bread . . . but there is hallowed
bread�
In I Corinthians, I. 28 we find
common used in the sense of 'low' and
'contemptible� St Asterius of Amasea
in Pontus [modern-day Turkey] a
contemporary of St John Chrysostom,
uses 'common' as a synonym for 'profane'
and contrasts it with 'sacred' and '11()lf7
I'm not suggesting thal this is the
intention of those who opt for 'common'.
My point is that the tenn Common Era
is ambiguous and has overtones offensive
to Catholics and other Christians, Cor
whom the epoch [the birth of Jesus] is
sacred.
If the designation BCE/CE be defined
by those who use it as referring to the
Current Era this should cause no offence
to anyone, and should satisfy the scruples
of those who for reasons of their own
beliefs or preferences feel uncomfonable
using BC/AD.
Catholics and other Christians,
however, for whom rhe birth of Jesus is
a sacred event, will continue to use BC/
AD. '!'hey do this not from a desire to
offend non-Christians but because this
is an immemorial custom, and doi ng
otherwise could well be interpreted as
denying - or at the very least dirparaging
- the core Christian Mystery - the
Incarnatiou.
1.
2.
3,

4.
5.
6
7,

1lle House of Wheels. Jt1ly 23, 2005. hup://\,•hcd:,118.
blog,po<.com/2005/ITThd-bc-bc-e-c'C.html
\\l'\�•.rcligious tolerance.org
http;//en.wilupedia.org/ wiki/lntc.n 1ation�I_Commiuce
of_ 1he_Rtd_Cross. 'Ibis link also liJ1� th�e Red Cro.11$
personnel who wt�N! IJUcd �iuce 1992 m thf' Jin<' of
duty.
F'cllowsliip ofCa1itoli,: Sd,o/an .'Vtt,�/,n,r [ t/13 Dcmnber
1989 ] p 14.
Sund�JJ Mirror, London Jan 8, 2006.
S«, e.g. Sh,kesp,.r,. lows Lah<tu, t-1 IIJ l 151.
Hen,y VI. ITI ;; T.l.
Migne. lbrrologia C,,,,,ca. xl hon,ily xiii

LITURGY OF THE MASS

New translation more accurate(y mirrors the Latin orig£nal efthe Roman Missal

VATICAN APPROVES NEW
ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOR MASS
HE Vatican has given Vatican has pressed for more faithful
fo rm a l appr oval translations of the official Latin texts.
to a new English
Alluding gently to the fierce debates
English-language lit urgical
trans la tion of the over
central prayers of the translations in the past decade, the
Mass for use in the Congregation for Divine Worship reports
United States.
"no little satisfaction in arr iving at this
In a June 23 letter of Bishop juncture." The letter from the Vatican is
Artho.r Serratelli, the chajrman of the signed by Cardinal Francis Arinze and
US bishops' liturgy committee, the Archbishop Albert Malcom Ranjith, tbe
Congregation for Diviue Worship prefecl and secretary, respe ctively, of
announces its recognitio for the the Congregation.
translation, which had already won the
The Varjcan's binding approval covers
approval of the US bishops' conference, only a portion of the entire Roman
despite strong protests from some Missal . The entire process of translating
liberal prelates.
the Roman Missal is expected to take at
The n ew translation adl1ercs more least until 2010. However, the prayers
closely to tbe Latin of the Roman Missal. given the Vatican recognitio are the most
Since the 2001 publication of Liturgiam common texts for the Order of the Mass.
The Vatican approval comes just
Aut/1enticam, the instruction on the
proper translation of liturgical texts, the after the US bishops' conference voted

New Menander
Verses discovered

A

MANUSCRIPT containing possibly unknown verses by
the ancient Greek playwright Menander have come to
light at the Vatican Library. While half of the 400 verses in a
9th century manuscript appear to be come from Menander's
only known play, Dyskolos, the other 200 verses, discovered
by Francesco D'Aiuto, a Vatican specialist in Greek
manuscripts, could be completely new. Although the details
of the plot have yet to unfold, the Vatican daily newspaper
L' Osservatore Romano reported that, according to initial
studies, the protagonists of the new verses are an old
woman, a newborn child, and a girl.
- Ne wsletter of The Association of Manuscripts and Archives in Research
Collections, [AMARC] No.42, May 2004. [Menander was a comic poet of Athens
whose vers e never descended to the mean-minded or ind ecent. or even to callous
satire. Apart from Dyskolos, only a few fragments of the 108 comedies he wrote
have come down to us. He drowned in BC 293. Ed]
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against approval of anoth e r instalment
in the series of translations that will be
required to complete the overall project.
The uew translation is not to be
used immediately, the Vatican letter
indicates. Instead the US bishops are
directed to begin "pastoral preparation�
for the cbaoges in the language of the
Mass. During this same period, the
Congregation for Divin e Worshifl notes.
some musical settings for the text could
be prepared.
Among the noteworthy changes
that Catholics will notice when the
new translation goes into effect are the
following:
• At t_he Consecration, the priest
will refer to Christ's blood which is
"poured ou t for you and for many" an accurate translation of pro muftis
- rather than "for air in the current
translation.
• In the Nicene Creed the opening
word, Credo, will be correctly
translated as "I believe" rather than
"we believe:•
• When the priest says, "The Lord be
"'·it.h you," the faithful respond, "Ancl
with your spirit," rather than simply,
"Aud also with you?'
· lo the Eucharistic prayer, references
Lo the Church will nse I.he pronou11s
"she" and "her� ra.ther than "it.�
• In the A1,mu.s De1'. the text cites the
"Lamh of Cod, who takes away the
�ins of the world," rather than using
the singular word "sin.�
• In the preforrccl form of the
penitential rite, the faithful will
acknowledge that they have sinned
"through my fault, through my fault,
through my most grievous fault:'
Throughout the translation of the
Offertory and Euc haristic Prayer, the
traditional phrases of so.pplication are
restored, and the Church is identified as
"holy"- in each case, matching the Latin
original of the Roman Missal.

LETTERS

Prayer-room comparisons
Recently, with a delay at Sydney
International Airport, them was time
for a visit the prayer room. upsrairs off
lhe check-in counters. If the degree of
dhimmification (submission to Muslim
authority) of a Western country might
be crudely measured by the contents
and organisation of its airports' prayer
rooms, then it may be instructive
to consider comparing Sydney and
HeatJ1row.
Flying out through Heathrow
Terminal Three November last, and
with time to spare (thanks to 9/11),
I went into the small prayer room
provided there. First visit. empty. There
was a large doored cabinet, with the
nntidy left half ("Christian") containing
assorted Bibles and traces. The right
half had three shelves, top "Islamic"
filled with a variety of Korans in Arahic.,
English and what appeared to be Urdu,
and the usual assorted Saudi/Kuwaiti
sponsored booklets. The middle
(''Judaic") had no Judaic material, but
contained the overflow from the Islamic
top shelf. The bottom shelf ("Sikhism")
bad only several pamphlets.
Went in an honr later, hopping over
15 pairs of shoes strewn in the doorway,
to find il crowded with 15 prostrate
males, guided by the ceiling qibla
compass and the one embossed inlo
the lino. I was totally ignored, except by
one srnalJ boy who appeared pleased to
have a distraction for the five minutes I
stayed.
Nevertheless, visiting that room
during Mu�lim prayer time would be a
daunting propect for your average timid
non-Muslim dhimmi.
The Sydney prayer room was
somewhat different. Theri.> were only
two faiths represented. Christianity and
Islam. '111e Christian material was neatly

arranged on a table near the entrance,
obvious and unavoidable, including
mainly Bibles but also notably a hefty
Redemptorist tome in Latin elated 1903.
In the far corner was a small untidy
display and stand that inchlded a
few texts and pamphlets but mainly
various Qur'ans, in Arabic, English
Arahic, Spanish-Arabic and what
looked like Indonesian-Arabic. A sruall
side cupboard contained a dozen or
so prayer mats. The qibla was a crude
black. marker pen arrow on a ceiling tile
above the comer display.
Of most interest was the content of
the reading material:
• Several copies of the Drs Muhammad
Taqi-ud-Din Al-Hilali and Muhammad
Muhsin Kha11 rra11slarion and
commentary of "11,,, Noble Qur'an a New Rendering ...�; much criticised
by the author Patrick Sookhdeo
for its advocacy of violenci.> in the
commentary
• Numerous copies of a pamphlet
"Islam in a Nutshell: 1bnecs of Belief
and the Pillal's of Islam� distributed hy
the Islamic Information and Resource
Centre 165 Ha!don St Lakemha,
published by Global Islamic Youth

Climate Change,
or Climate Normal
°
A warming of 0.6 C over a
/"'\century is a very modest
bit of 'climate change,'
given our planet's highly
varied temperature history.
Researchers recently cored
seven species of long-dead
trees that were growing in the
year 1350 above the current
tree line on California's
Whitewing Mountain (and
were killed then by a local
volcanic explosion). The
researchers say that the tree
species and location mean
the temperatures then were
3.2° C warmer than today five times the warming of the
20th century.
- Unstoppable Global Warming, S. Fred
Singer, Dennis T Avery; Rowman and
Littlefield, 2008, p.115.
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Centre - Australia 265 George St
Liverpool NSW 2170 www.giyc.com.a11
• A handsome 288-pagc hardcopy
in translation of"An Explanation of
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab's
Kitab AI-Tawhid" by Allamah Abd
al-Rahman al-Sa'di, published in
Birmingham in 2003. 'The thoughts of
the founder ofWahhabism, no less.
Theri.> was only one other visitor, at
the Christian table, in the 25 minutes of
the early afternoon J was there.
Conclusion and comparison? A
stronger Christian presence at Sydney
than at Heathrow, but a more radical
Islamic presence also.
Auck/mu/, N,w 21.aland

MAJuc:RowL.1!11

Talking Back to TBR
Your editorial 'Arguing the point or
missing it?' (Annals 7/2007] states inter
alia that talk-back radio should be
called 'Talk-around radio; and that TV,
talk-back. radio and the daily press are
not appropriate vehicles for handling
in-depth discussion of se1ious matters.
I could not agree more .. Let us look. at
talk-back radio (TBR). In Victnria it
heads the ratings for a variety of reasons
- it is therapy for some. and allows
othe.rs to air their knowledge etc. Tt also
allows the presenters to push their own
views on moral and ethical issues of the
day including abortion, IVF, embryonic
stem-cell research cloning etc. These
issues are complex and well beyond the
leaming of the presenters in my view.
I have yet to learn of one who has a
consistent life ethic - human life that is!
.for example one may be against capital
punishment. but will support abortion.
These presenters have become
opinion formers for the uninformed
who get their moral values from them.
That should be of grave concern to
all of us. Early in March well-known
Sydney radio personality Bob Rogers
was interviewed on TV. As I recall he
said that he rejected 'fBR in its infancy
as he considered that it was abandoning
professionalism to backyard chatter.
One thing 'fBR does is keep presenters
in jobs of the excessively well paid
kind, with catch cries of 'call me back
any time on any subject' and 'I'd love to
hear from yon'.
The exhortation m the final
paragrapb of the article at page 5 of
Annal.r should be heeded.
Asliwood Vic J l 47

Ll!OBolW<

Permeated by Pel l i s m
I have long subscribed to Annals and
will continue for this year at least. But I
almost didn't.
Much of your magazine has been
stimulating and informative, especially
on historical and cultural aspects
relating to Catholic tradition.
However recent years have seen a
progressively conservative tone and an
increased obsession with denouncing
all things Moslem. You seem to find
the most extreme quotes and tidbits
of news to inflame fear, suspicion and
division. I'd like to think the post
Howard Australia has become more
accommodating. There is a grimness
an d dourness about your publication
that is almost unrelieved - a Pellism that
permeates its pages. You.r correspondent
James Murray also is a coocen-1. He has
little to say, in spite of all his column
i
space. His flm reviews are a throw-back
to the I 950s. I'm expecting an 'advised
against' listing soon.
There, I thought I'd get it all off my
chest.
Emu Plains NSW 2750

P. .B.RvAN

Confu s i ng Ephemera
and Absol utes

W

ESTERN CULTURE to-day ... has been temporarily sustained
by the stimulus it has derived from forms of social idealism like
Liberalism, Nationalism and Socialism, which are really su bstitute
religions and owe their appeal largely to habits of thought and conduct
that have been generated by ages of re ligious faith. They are , in
fact, intermediate phenomena which belong to the transition stage
which a culture passes through when it is ceasing to be religious
and before it is completely secularised. But in so far as these social
faiths themselves forward the complete secularisation of culture .
they are d igging their own graves a n d that of the civilization which
they dominate. As the religious element passes out of them with the
growing secularisation of culture, they lose their power over men's
minds and descend to the level of practical politics, as for instance
continental Liberalism has done during the last generation. And as the
vision fades, society is left to itself with no faith or hope to sustain it,
and man is brought once again face to face with the van ity of human
existence and the worthlessness of human achievement. Acceperunt
mercedem suam, vani vanam.
- Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Modem State, Sheed & Ward, London,
1 935 p.125. The Latin quotation at the end ['Hollow men have received their hollow
reward ') is from St Augustine, Enarratio in Psatmum CXV/11. Senno II, par. 2
[Migne, Patres Latini,37,1 532-1533] Ed.

[Our correspondent finds Annals too
cons ervative. We endeavour to keep it
middle-of-the-road, avoiding extrf'.mes of
Faith in God
the left or the right. Does he really believe most important symbol of the Catholi('
Faith
in
North
Vietnam?'
To
that
end
that it is the job of a Catholic magazine (or
I was in terested to read the piece in
a Catholic p1iest) to set about modernising we enclose a cheque. for $100.
Annak [3/2008] from St Thomas Aquinas
and redesigning the Church, as someone Collaroy NSW20')7 Eluc AND RosF.MARv McK1NNON concerning Limitations of Human Reason.
might modernise and redesign a car or a
By contrast I had recently re-read the
kitchen? Or to encourage our readers to bury
The One God?
English philosopher A. J. Ayer's early
their heads in the oil-rich sand of political
Congralulations on the quality of work Language, Tfot/1 andLogic (I 936) in
correctness'> Incidentally, we have never
'denounc[ed J all things Moslem; nor are we Annal.r. You }1ave made some perceptive which he wrestles with the same subject aware of having 'inAam[ed] fear, suspicion or and m uch needed, comments on Islam. leading him to l11e conclusion that faith in
division'. We have attempted to throw light I was interested in your letter in the God, being beyond our sense experience,
ou Islam to help Muslims and non-Muslims Catholic Weelcly a conple of months ago is essentially meaningless.
co.re with the overwhelming mass of half
At my age, while it is true that co know
truths generated by Islamist PR machines, in which you pointed out the defective
the
unknowable one is beyond me, I cau
English
translation
'the
one
God;
and spread abroad by undiscriminating
say wi1h cenaimy that my capacity to have
media whose ignorance of Islam is surpassed instead of 'one God'.
faith iu God is not thereby d iminished.
JoHN YOUNG
only by their ignorance of Catholicism. Me/boume Vic JOOO
Tit.is is sometimes a thankless task. But it is
I am comforted in this by the eloquent
necessary. Ed. James Murray writes: I have
testimony of such great saints as Teresa of
placed P.B. Ryan's comments in my trophy
Avila, John of the Cross, Teresa of Calcutta
cabinet in the spot I had reserved for a
and our own Mary MacKillop who faced
'Walkley Award'.]
the same reality in their lives. Thanks
to all our ad,,ertisers for their
again for your always thoughtful
gene1·ous support. Special thanks
Donation to Hanoi Cathedral
10 Alan Oa"id, Digital Graphic
magazine.
Communication, 10 Brian and Garry
We have just finished reading your
KEVIN WALKER
Tilornlei9l1 NSW2l20
Boyd of Paynter Dixon Construcrio11...r
Red Flows the River [Annalr 9/10 2007].
Pry Ltd, and DYOB Vent11.reJ� Pry Ltd,
Congratulations on aootber fine piece
(R�aders� commeot.s arc wtlcomed� 1\ot ju!-l on
and to John David, of
of writing. Your penultimate paragraph
m,·ueria.l tblill :ippcars in Amwl.1., but on issues d1ac t'Ollctrn iht!
The Dar.1ids Group.
C,1.tholic and cht> wider community. 1-'[ease keep y oul' l<·Hc1-s
struck a chord with us. 'Is it fanciful to
shon. Tlu-:y may b<: tdi1ed if too ln[lg. Al""llr-, p rint your full
Please pray for all our benefactors.
dream that the Catholics of Australia
uamt'. :Jnd adtl rc....._'\ aod indude a daytime phone or fax number
- EditOI', Annals Ausrral(,sia.
or e-m:UI :i.dd.t"CSS :Lt whid1 you t--.1.n bi.." read1e.d. t'.<litor, Amiolrj.
may help us restore the b eauty of this

Thanks
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READING BETWEEN THE LINES

the
ity
absolutely integral to their
validity. A blind spot which
postmodern
was so effective because its
philosopher.
presence was so resolutely
All the ills
denied Derrida may not
of Western
have always been successful
thin ki n g
but that he did have some
from t he
successes is something that
seventeenth century onwards
cannot be denied, especially
get laid at his door. Modern
matters concerning
with
thinking is like the prim
modem philosophy.
bourgeois lady who thinks
Postroodernism proper
God and serious religio11
is about revealing the
are guff, but, nevertheless,
blind spots in modernity.
wbeo she gives hirth to the
is about ackuowledging
It
twin evils of relativism aud
In a more homely
paternity.
nihilism she affe<..'ts surprise
vein. it's about chickens,
and daims they are not hers.
homes, and roosts.
They belong to those awful
ROBERT TuLEY
By
In the last decade or so
postmoderns, either that or
of his life Derrid a expressed
to the gypsies.
Contrary to what generations of c ommentators think, the a great interest in the writiugs of St Augustine. Whether or not
atheist philosopher Niet2sche d.id not "invent" the Death of God. chis worked the salvation of his soul I can't say, hut I would
Rather was it h.is point that the modern world of the nineteenth like to think it did. You see, St Augustine was one of fathers
century was a little too comfortable aod content with the idea of finding out blind spots, not least where it counts the most,
that God does not exist. God was dead, certainly, bnt why then namely in oneself
In his Confessio11.s the Saint set himself to find out why it was
were the bourgeoisie still holding to the morality and reasoning
that God served to guarantee and support? Wl1ether he was he'd been led to believe what he knew now to be incrediblv
successful or not, Nietzsche wanted to be honest. He wanted to silly ideas. He came to realise that he had done so not lea;t
because his very method his very reasoning, was fundamentally
sincerely live what it meant if there were no God.
Whatever postmodernism means, and it means many things flawed.
More seriously, he had deceived himself; he had, he wrote,
to many commenta.tors, it means trying to think through, in a
consistent and sincere way, the implications of the absence of 'hidden himself behind his own back'. The metl1ods of reasoning
God and the absence of the kind of metaphysics and reasoning he'd employed had aided him in this self-deception. God,
which go with God. In other words. postmodern.ism sets out to howevei; worked to save Augustine by bringing him to radically
reflect upon the very ground of reason itself. By doing this
rub the modern world's face in it.
Ooe of the great philosophers of postmodernism was Jacques Augustine fouud that the only thing that conld support reason
Derrida, a man who knew his classical philosophers, knew proper was a Christian metaphysic.
God's prevenient grace worked through a radical critique of
how to reason, and yes, wrote often obscurely, but who repays
sincere attention. He is not easily dismissed. Having said that, the dominant philosophies of the day, not least by revealing their
I would argue he was wrong, but that's because I kuow what blind spots and, thereby, revealing the philosopher to himself.
it is I am opposing him with: Christian metaphysics. It is less As St Augustine found, there's auother term for "blind spot" and
clear, however, what i( is those who deride him are opposing it is "sell�deception�: the essence of which is pride. And pride, of
course, is the source of aU sin.
him with: grumpiness, l suspect.
Pride is when we are blind yet insist that we can see,
'What Derrida ofteu di<l was read another philosopher's
something Jesus intimates in John 9.41. We keep our
text very carefully, he did so in order to show how
blind-spots safe hy refusing to see them. After all
what the philosopher was arguing agaiusl was
they make us comfortable and content, and
the very thing which served to found and
any evil results we simply put at someone
inform the logic of that philosopher's
else's door. But to do this, Jesus wen( on
argument! A bi( like showing that someone
to add, is to have our sin remain. It's for
who had been demonstrating that feet were
this reason, as St Augustiue found, that
pernicious and did not exist. had, all the
God's grace often works by making us
while, been proving the point by kicking a
uncomfortable and discontented, So, if
ball around while tap dancing.
Derrida irritates you, who knows? perhaps
Derrida set himself to show the "blind
God is working the salvation of your soul.
spot" upon which many systems and

DERRIDA AND THE
MEANS OF GRACE

arguments were built and which were

RoBE�T TILLH is a ,.,.gular coouibutor to A,zn1tl,.
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CATHOLICISM AND THE ARTS

Tne life and le gacy efa great nineteenth-century Catholic composer, Anton Bruckner

SINGING GOD'S PRAISE AND GLORY
By R. J. Stove
NE OF Sir Isaiah
Be rlin's best-known
e ssays is 'The
Hedgehog and the
Fox: which takes its
titJe from a maxim by
l!i:.l,lliiCl--o&;;;.�
an obscure ancient
Creek pnet, Archilochus: 'The fox
knows rnany things, but the hedgehog
knows one big thing.' Berfu1 used this
dichotomy 10 classify two sorts of writer
(without ,1ttcmpting to suggest the
superiority of one sort over the other).
Foxes are eclec'tic, 'scattered or diffused'
in thought, 'pursu [ingj many ends,
often unrelated and even contradictory';
hedgehogs, on the other hand, have
an 'unchanging, all-e mbracing ...
unitary inner vision·. Am ong foxes,
Berlin listed Shakespeare, Montaigne,
Pushkin, Goethe, and Balzac; among
hedgehogs, he listed Dante, Pascal,
Do stoyevsky, Nietzsche and Pro ust.
Berlin concentrated on authors, but his
classification is equally appropriate to
the other arts.
Anton Bruckner might be called
the hedgehog's hedge hog, because he
refracted his entire creative life through
the sensibility of his changeless Catholic
devotion. The phrase ascribed to
Pasleur - 'I have the faith of a Bretou
peasant, and I hope, J.,efore 1 die, to
have the faith of a Breton peasant's wife'
- could equally well have been said
by Bruckner. lf he heard church bell�
while giving a lecture, he would fall to
his knees and pray. None of his chief
musical contemporaries, except for the
Walloon-born but French-domiciled
Cesar Franck, possessed anything
like Bruckner's uncomplicated pietas.
Against, in particular, most leading
Teutonic composers of hill time. he cut
an incongruous figure indeed: against
Wagner the mythic pagan; Brahms the
tepid Procescant who often seemed no
more than a deist; Johann Strauss the
suave, euphoric and matrimonially
11;

eventful entertainer. Unlil:.e all three of
these men (eveu Brahms), Bruckner had
no gift for self-promotion. He needed
to be sought ont. So he does even now,
well over a centnry after his death.
There are those who instinctively
recoil against Bruckner's music,
finding it dull and enervating. Above
all, his nine canonical symphonies two other symphonies, student pieces
both, appeared only posthumously have been often censured for their
length, thickness of texl ure, and
sameness of emotion. But for anyone
temperamentally attuned co com ing
under the spell of Bruckner's majestic
art, such criticisms soon seem mere
glib excuses. Those on whom this spell
operates find that his most characteristic
utterances have not only a powerful
appeal, hut a lasting one. Ernst Kurth,
a German musicologist writing in the
l 920s, remarked: 'Bruckner will be
ready for the world when the world has
co flee to him for refuge.'

Moreover, Bruckner's most severe
antagonists tend to be persons who
find his religion uncongenial. To such
individuals one can only say, as Richard
Strauss once teasingly said to someone
who admitted a failure to appreciate Der
R.osenJ:.avalier : 'What a shame for you!'
Although Bruckner spent the last
three decades nf his life in Vienna,
he came originally from Ausfelden in
northern Austria (the home where he
was born 011 4 September 1824 is now a
museum in his honour), and never lost
his rustic bluntness. His blacl, baggy
peasant attire, worn in all weathers,
made him stand out among the elegant
Viennese even more than did his
thickset build. crew-cut coiffure, and
bullet head. Before arriving in Vienna
he had worked as organist at St Florian
- an Augustinian monastery near Linz
- and he continued to play the organ
thereafter, occasionally giving recitals
in Paris and London as well as nearer
home. (When accorded an honorary

Love, Beauty
and Christian Music

T

he beauty of the Christian cultural inheritance is not something that is
"outdated," but rather something that will remain alive and current in the
measure of a lively faith, says Benedict XVI.
The Pope said this upon delivering his weekly catechesis In which he
commented on the Christian poetry of Romanus the Melodist. a theologian, poet
and composer who was born in Syria at the end of the fifth century.
The Holy Father said that Romanus was an ordained deacon who dedicated
himself to an original form of catechesis.
It is said that the Virgin Mary appeared to Romanus in a dream, explained the
Pontiff, and gave him the gift of poetic charism. From that moment on he began
preaching in the form of 'chanted metrical hymns known as 'kontakia,' consisting
of an introduction and a series of stanzas punctuated by a refrain."
"Faith is love; commented Benedict XVI, "and so it creates poetry and music.
Faith is joy, and so it creates beauty."
Eighty-nine "kontakia" are attributed to Romanus, although tradition says he
composed a thousand, recalled the Pope. He added that they 'testify to the rich
theological, liturgical and devotional content of the hymnography of that time.·
- Source: ZENIT International Catholic News Service, May 21. 2008_
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Weak Leaders Weaken
Democracy

he chief weakness of democratic government is that it allows
the mechanical element as represented by the party machine
and the bureaucratic system to overpower the personal element as
represented by the political lead1er on the one hand and the ordinary
party member on the other. And it is one of the main appeals of
Fascism that it has attempted to overcome this mechanizing tendency
by establishing a direct relation of personal loyalty between the leader
and the man in the street. But this appeal is not peculiar to Fascism,
for we find the same thing in America where President Roosevelt has
established the prestige of his personal leadership without resorting
to violence or unconstitu,tional means. Consequently there seems to
be no essential contradiction between democracy and leader,ship.
On the contrary it is only by personal leadership that democratic
institutions can be vivified and raised from the level of political
machinery to become the organs of a truly free society.
- Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Modem State. London,
Sheed and Ward, 1935. p. 40.
doctorate, he responded with eloquent
na'ivete, 'T cannot find the words to
thank you as I would wish, but. if there
W<'re an organ here, 1 could tell you.')
Meanwhile he submitted himself to
JHmitive compositional instruction mostly by correspondence - from an
appallingly prolific Viennese pedagogue
named Simon Sechter, who wrote no
fewer than five thousand fugues, and
who inculcated in his charge a similar
diligence, albeit with less spectacularly
abundant results. Sechter's teaching
accentuated Bmckner's natural modesty,
which made him continue undergoing
lessons and exams long after he might
have been e,rpectecl to start taking some
pride in what he had already done.
Following his splendid playing in ouc
organ test, a judge commented: 'This
man should be examining us:
There was always something
for Bruckner to be diffident about,
particularly after he had discovered
Wagner's work. Wagner left Bruckner
flabbergasted with admirati◊'n (not for
Bruckner, or for Pius XJl, the subsequent
belief among certain American ultra
traditionalists that Catholics must shun
Wagner like the devil); after finishing
bis Second and Third Symphonies,
he took both scores aloug to Wagner,
hoping to be able to dt:dicate to his
hero whichever piece Wagner preferred.

Unfortunately the sheer excitement of
meeting Wagner caused Bruckner to
drink so much beer that he promptly
forgot which symphony the great man
liked better. On realising this lapse, he
frantically scribbled a note to Wagner,
who replied by saying that it was the
Third which he especially admired.
Even this favourable verdict could
not prevent Bruckner from incessantly
revising most of his symphonies,
these revisions being a minefield for
subsequent editors, who have bitterly
quarrelled with one another as to which
amendments are justified in musical
terms and which were forced on him
by outside opinion. In his dozens
of wonderful sacred compositions,
strangely enough, he avoided such
tinkering. He seemed to gain fortitude
from the sixteenth-century heritage of
choral polyphony, which - thanks in part
to Sechter's ex.ample - meant so much
to him. Paradoxically, the sacred works
derive from recognisably the same
pen as the symphonies. All are grave,
solemn, short on vivacity (Vienna's
wits called Bruckner 'der Adagio
Komponisl, 'the Ada,gio composer'). apt
to halt in portentous silences, clearly
influenced by Wagner - particularly the
Seventh Symphony, w1itten as a Wagner
memorial - yet in no sense a direct
imitation.
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Always Bruckner had admirers,
especially after he became professor of
organ and music theory a t the Vienna
Conservatoriurn. Some of these admirers
overtly championed him, including
the conductor Hans Richter, whose
rehearsals of the Fourth Symphony
pleased Bruckner so much that he
insisted on giving Richter a silver coin,
'Take this, and drink a mug of beer to
my health.' (The gesture so touched
Richter that instead of spending
the coin, he kept it on his watch
chain.) Bruckner's retirement from
the professorship, in 1891, occasioned
an official eulogy to bis powers as a
teacher.
In contrast to Cesar Franck, who
managed to train almost the entire
officer caste of late nineteenth-century
French music, Bruckner did not have
a whole group of brilliant proteges.
o
Mahler and Hugo Wolf never f rmally
sludied with Bruckner, though they
eagerly defended him. Nonetheless
his students continued to cherish his
memory long afterwards. One of them,
the subsequent Viennese journalist Max
Graf, reported:
'When Bruckner left the lecturer's
table and sat at the old piano which
stood beside it, to play one of his
symphonies, one could understand
the religious background of his music.
In its highest climaxes the themes are
transformed into hymns. Sometimes
the music sounds . .. like the organ and what are the abrupt pauses of his
symphonic music if not the Elevation
of the Host in the Mass, when the
priest lifts up the chalice, the bell is
rung thrice, and the worshipper kneels
and bows his head? ... He pondered
over chords and chord associations
as a mediaeval architect must have
contemplated the mysteries of arches,
rose windows, and buttresses. They
were his path to the Kingdom of God:
Alas for Bruckner, his detractors
included Brahms - who referred
with scoro to Bruckner's 'symphonic
boa-constrictors' - and Vienna's
leading music critic, Eduard Hanslick,
whose invective terrified Bruckner into
begging the Emperor Franz Josef, 'Oh,
Your Majesty, please stop that man
Hanslick from writing horrible things
about me:
Some composers can console
themselves for public humiliatjons

by a comfortable domestic life. Not
Brnckner, who spent most of his days
in excruciating loneliness. Awkward
by any standards (let alone Viennese
standards) with women, he had a habit
of proposing marriage to ladies whom
he scarcely knew.
The one time where matrimony might
have resulted, it came to nothing; the
wom an's father. a Lutheran, forbade it
on religious grounds. Bruckner's nerves
periodically overcame him, a severe
breakdown in 1867 having confined
him to hospital for three months;
and he never lost an obsession with
numbers, which led him not only to
writt� down the prayer.; he said each day,
but to count the turrets on buildings,
the leaves on trees, windows, weather
va11cs, chnrch crossc8, even buttons.
Which makes it all the sadder that he
should have died. apparently, without
a priest present. On the last afternoon
of his life, 11 October 1896 (dnring the
morning he had worked on his Ninth
Symphony's fiuale), he suddenly felt ill,
asked his housekeeper for some hot tea.
went to bed, and there passed away.
It is to Brnckner's credit that his
ontput, even at its most agitated,
conveys a fundamental serenity of
aim which suggests a kind of inspired
somnambulism. In accordance with his
unworldly detachment, he talked of his
Maker with a frankness more mediaeval
than modern. Not long before his death
he informed an astonished well-wisher:
'He [Cod] will say: 'Why else have
( given you talent, you son of a bitch,
than that you should sing My praise and
glory? Bnt you have accomplished much
too little'.'
As for his compositional worries, let
us note that he insisted on depositing in
Vienna's Court Library (Hofoibliothek)
his original manuscri]>ts - however
rnmprehensively they had hccn worked
over at others' behest - for future
generations to scrutinise. He deserves
to have the last word:
'They wanl me to compose in a
different way. I could, but I must nnt.
Out of thousands, Cod gave talent to
me
One day, I shall have to give
an account of myself. How would the
Father in Heaven jndge me if I followed
othen; and not HimT
R. J. STOVE lives in Melboumc. 'lliis article origiually
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PERSECUTED CHURCH

Six Catholicpriests murdered in Iraq in eleven months

CATHOLIC MARTYRS IN IRAQ
By Robert Mickens

N

OTHING BRINGS HOME the impact of war [in Iraq] as
does a personal encounter with those affected. Some three
months ago, two Dominican professors at the Angelicum
University in Rome - Fr Bruce Williams and Fr Robert Christian had lunch with one of their former students who was then a Chaldean
priest in northern Iraq. The young man had been ordained a few
years earlier and w·as serving in a parish in his home town of Mosul.
During his visfr to Rome, where he had lived at the Irish College,
he told his former professors of the difficulties in his native country.
He spoke of the suffering of the people there - especially the small
Christian community - and the personal dangers he faced each and
every day. The young Iraqi priest said he could no longer walk around
freely, but had to be driven everywhere - often having to change cars
in order to keep from being an easy target for bandits and terrorists.
'There is no future for Christians in Iraq; the young man said grimly.
But he promised that he would stay in the country as long as the
very last Christian remained. When he left the Angelicurn that day,
the two Dominican professors turned to one another and said, • I
think we were in the presence of a future martyr.' The young priest's
name was Fr Ragheed Ganni. And on 3 June, after celebrating Mass,
he and three deacons were ambushed in their car and murdered.
The 34-year-old Fr Ganni was at least the sixth priest to be killed
or kidnapped in Iraq since last July. When he entered theology at
the Angelicum several years ago one of the first classes he took was
Fr Williams's course on the cardinal vi rtues. The course jncludes
the virtue of fortitude. 'We cover the theology of martyrdom in that
section: Fr Williams told me the other day. And he has no doubt that
his Iraqi student personified the virtue.
'I believe he truly is a martyr; the Dominican said.
- Soun:e: The Thblet, June 16, 2007
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CATHOLIC CULTURE

Catholics are called in a .pecial way to bond cultures and nati.om together

CREATING A
CIVILIZATION OF LOVE
By Dennis Murphy MSC
good team is one in
which the members
work well together. No
one would doubt this
* abont a football team.
And it can't be a good

football team unless

the individual members arc prepared
to make sacrifi ces for its <·ommon
good. The same applies to all groups:
a marriage, a family, a business, a city,
a nation, and even hum:inity itself.
We readily accept that this ability to
co-operate is an inbuilt pattern in human
beings and other animals: har mony
remains nature's ideal even when faced
with the reality of disharmony.
In Rome at some times of the year
in the evening, I used to watch flocks
of hirds whirling around together at
full speed, like a cloud in the s.iy, yet
in complete harmony; there were no
collisions. Some watched fascinated;
others simply took it for granted. Bnt
all accepted that co-operation for good,
whether it is instinctive or consciously
planned, is beautiful. However, unlike
other animals, human beings arc capable
of acting in an opposite way cveo to the
extent of the self-destruction of a group.
This is because we have the llnique
power to reflect on what we are doing,
to be conscious of other possibilities.
and to choose to do otherwise.
For this reason, when we find
harmony and balance io human beings,
either as individuals or together, it is
particularly admirable because it doc�
not simply happen; difficulties have been
overcome. It resembles in some ways the
seemingly impossible balance that circus
acrobats and gymnasts achieve. The
more difficult it is to attain, the more
beautiful it appears, especially when it is
not imposed as a burden but comes as a
natural. satisfying acl1ievemcnt.
If we recognize our cooperation with

others to be a human value, logicaUy
we should recognize its absence
as inhuman. Too often we use the
expression "We are only human" as an
excuse for any wrong we do. There is
some truth in that, but we can forget
the whole truth: to be truly human il' a
very high ideal indeed; we have to work
al it; we have to make sacrifices; we also
need help from others.

God's plan
Since Cod is perfect Unity-in
Diversity - the Thnity - it is not
surprising that unity in diversity
is reflected in what he brings into
being. And when he gives himself
to ns in Jesus Christ, he both heals
and enhances this human aptitucle for
harmony and co-operation
In the incarnation, God unites
himself with nur humanity and hence
also with the material universe of
which we are a part. Thlls. when the
transcendent Unity-in-Diversity shares
existence with us and draws us into
u nion with hin1self, be also draws us
into unity among ourselves.
Tn doing this. God affirms the
essential individuality of a human
person. Jn my own way, 1 can say
like Cod "T am who 1 am�: T am this
individual person and no other. And at
the same time, God makes relationship
with others an intrinsic part of being a
person: we say not only ..Jam" but also,
or necessity and even more basically,
"We are". The Catholic philosopher
Gabriel Marcel shows how this is not
a theory bnt emerges from concrete
reflection on ourselves. Thus, the ajm
of al! reality is unity in diversity. And
understandably, this is also at the centre
of our Christian faith.
Jesus prays for us:
[Father] the glory rhat you have
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given me T have given them, so that
they may be one, as we arc one. I in
them and you in me. that they may
become completely one, so that 1he
world may know that you have sem
me and have loved them even as you
have loved me On 17:221).
In this light, St Paul beautifully spells
out for the Colossians and for us the
significance of the incarnation:
Ue is before all things, and in
him all thing� hold toge ther. Ile is
the head of the body. the church; he
is the beginning, the fil'st horn from
the dead that he might come to have
first place in everything. For in him
all the fullness of God was pleased
to dwell, to reconcile to himsPlf aJI
things, whether on earth or in heaven
by making peace through the blood of
the cross (Col l: 17-20).
In view of Scripture texts like these,
and in harmony with TI-adition, Vatican
Council 11 reminded us that
Min Christ. the Church is like a
sac rament or as a sign and instrument
both of a very close-koit union with
God and of che unity of the whole
human race... (Dogmatic Constitution
on the Church, Lumen gentium. n.1).
At the same time, the Vatican Council
II had no difficulty in admitting that we
arc also a 'pilgrim' Church - a Chnrch
that is still on the way to its ultimate
destination where Cod will be all in all
( 1 Cor 15:28). There are no utopias
during this journey, but nevertheless to
reach the end of the road dctC'rmines
the direction in which we must walk
here and now.
God has promised that he will not
allow his Church to lose its way, eveu
though ir might stumble on its dilliculr
journey. Its strength is oot in itself as
a human institution, but in the active
presence in it of the one God who is
father. inrarnate Son and Spirit. And
this is our identity; we celebrate' it above

all in the Sacrament of the Eucharist;
and we are to give witness to it in our
lives.

Christianity and society

definition of love must begin. In this
contemplation the Christian discover.;
the path along which his life and love
must lead. (Deus caritas est n. 12)
Insistence on this path is not some
new idea of Pope Benedict XVI. It may
be useful to see a few concrete examples
of it given by his predecessors.

It is not the role of the Church to
run civil governments. God has given
human beings the desire and ability
to work for harmony and the common
Not a new idea
good. Bnt if a society loses sight of the
On August 6, 1964, shortly before
Giver, it can too easily consider that
it has the right to do whatever it likes the second session of Vatican Council
with his gift When this happens, history II, P ope Paul VI issued his Encyclical
shows that human values can become Ecclesiam suam. As is usual for a first
too easily subordinate to ideologies, Encyclical, it outlined the policy the
lust for power, and self-interest. When Pope had in mind for his pontificate.
this happens it is the Cod-given role of There were three main points: 1.
Christians and other religions to protest, Catholics had to hecome aware of
for the State is not above morafoy, much what they should be as a Church. 2.
They should make the changes needed
less the creator of it.
'Ibe role of Christians is not merely in order to realize this ideal. 3. To
to criticize and condemn abuses; we achieve these aims the Church had
have a special obligation to support to enter into dialogue with all human
and work with civil governments. beings (including unbelievers); with all
Furthermore, we have to work with non-Christian religions; with all other
others, of olher religions or of none, in Christian denominations; and with all
order to promote a society that is truly fellow Catholics. TI1e Church's dialoe;ue
human in the full positive meaning of with the world involved more than
that word. As Christians, our reason
is not only that we share the same
humanity with them; our involvement
is given special relevance because our
faith centres on the incarnate God who
shared and shares tl1is same humanity
EFORE I take my leave, I wish
with ns.
to say to my hosts how much I
have enjoyed my visit here and how
Thns, our mindset as Catholics has
grateful I am for your hospitality....
to be truly 'catholic' - universal. A
The
Federal Government and the
variety of cultures enriches the world;
State Government of New South
but if each does not take seriously
Wales, as well as the residents and
the common humanity it shares with
the business c o mmunity of Sydney,
others, the results can be disastrous. As
have been most co-operative in
their support of World Youth Day.
Catholics we are called in a special way
An event of this kind requires an
to bond cultures and nations together.
immense amount of preparation
We have much to repent of concerning
and organization, and I know that I
our failures, past and present, to do this.
speak on behalf o f many thousands
Much of this underlay a number of
of young people when I express my
the challenges that Benedict XVI put
appreciation and gratitude to you all.
In characteristic Australian style, you
before us during the celebration of
have extended a warm welcome to
World Yonth Day. They are common
me and to countless young pilgrims
themes in his pastoral statements; ahove
who have flocked here fro m every
all his continual insistence, that Christian
corner of the globe. To the host
love is not merely a general statement
families in Australia and New Zealand
about morality; it is a statement about
who have made room for the young
and a consequence of an 'event' - Jesus
people in their homes, I am especially
grateful. You have opened your doors
Christ himself.
and your hearts to the world's youth,
By contemplatin13 the pierced
and on their behalf I thank you.
side of Christ (cf Jn 19:37) we can
understand ... �God is love� (1 Jn
- Farewell Address of Pope Benedict XVI,
ZENIT, JULY 21. 2008
4-:8). It is there that this truth caJl
be contempfated. It is there that our

The Pope's
Thanks

B
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armchair chats. He wrote,
The aim of this encyclical will be
to demonstrate with increasing clarity
how vital it is for the world, and how
greatly desired by the Catholic Church,
1.hat the two should meet together, and
get to know and love one another.
On March 26, 1967, soon after the
Council, the same P ope issued his
second Encyclical, Populorum progressio,
which mapped out in detail one of the
practical concerns of dialogue: care
for the socially disadvantaged and for
an integral development of peoples.
Normally, Encyclicals are addressed to
members of the Church; in this case
it was addressed also to "all men of
good will". The opening words clearly
indicated the direction the Encyclical
was going to take.
The progressive development of
peoples is au object of deep interest
and concern to the Church. 1bis is
particularly true in the case of those
peoples who are trying to escape the
ravages of hunger, poverty, endemic
disease and ignorance; of those who
are seeking a larger share in the
benefits of civilization and a more
active improvem ent of their human
qualities; of those who are consciously
striving for fuller growth.
In saying this, Paul VI recalled
notable statements made by his
predecessors. 1 Later, the Pope would
help popularize the expression "creating
a civilization of love': which summed up
the wide aim of these two Encyclicals.
"Creating a civilization of love" was
not a call to live in a fantasy world. It
has to face the hard facts of division,
injus tice, confliet, oppression, and
together with others seek solutions.
In this, doing things to change soci<-:ty
was essential, but without a change in
attitude5, above all without charity, no
change wnuld be lasting.

Social justice
and social charity
Pope Pins XI (1922-1939) i n his
Encyclical Quadragesimo anno (5 May
l 931) had already laid a foundation
for the expression "a civilization of
love" precisely by facing the issues of
justice in the world.2 In doing this he
distinguished justice that had in view
the rights of individuals and 'social
justice' that bad in view the obligation
on individuals and states to do "all that
is necessary for the common goo d�. He

went further and distinguished 'social
justice' and ·social charity:
Even supposing that everyone
should finally receive all that is due 10
them, the widest field for charity will
always remaiu open. for justice alone
can, if faithfully observed, remove
the causes of social conflict but can
never bring about union of minds
and hearts. Indeed all the institutions
for the establishment of peace and
the promotion of mutual help among
men. however perfect these may seem,
have the principal foundation of their
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stability in the mutual bond of minds
and hearts whereby the membe� are
united with one another. If this hood

is lacking, the best of regulations come
to nanght, as we have learned by too
frequent experience (n.137).

Pope John Paul IT would continue
the same sort of emphasis with his
use of the word 'solidarity: which was
based on his experience of solidarno:fc
- the Polish workers' movement for
democracy. That context had the
advantage of reminding us that 'creating
a civilization of love: 'social justice' and
'social charity' are not airy ideals; tbey
require continual struggle in the face of
continual obstacles and disappointment.
Above all, they require changes within
ourselves. Without perseverance and
self-sacrifice, little advance can be made.
A "civilization of love", like any
civilization,
needs
outstanding
representatives in religion, a.rt, literature,
politics etc. It needs saints. But
outstanding figures are not sufficient. A
civilization continues and grows through
the attitudes and actions of ordinary
people. Eacb person, even within their
limited circle, can be a promoter of
harmony - of justice, charity and peace.
St Therese of Lisicux., even within the
confines of a doistered community of
nuns, reminded them that "Each small
task. of everyday life is part of the total
harmony of the universe".
1.

2.

lA:o x.nrs flnc:ydical Rt:l"Uf/1 J/l)tJQrttm (1892)� Piu�
Xl', encyclical Quairaga;ma Anr,a (1931); Pius Xll's
mdio message for the 50th �11.niversruy of Leo XlJfl
�ncychcal and his Radio me.u.igo ou Chrisu»u 19•2.
John .xxurs n•o eoc,-clitals. Ma«r ,, Mapmz (1961)
and A.m in T,m, (1963).
I aMl gn,cful f<>< :m arucle in 77,, lf.,.i/,rv:ond /tutarol
Rlcd,u, th11 drew my aiuenuon to this.

FA1lltR D�N�IS :-luRPHY, MSC is a graduate of the
fol' many

Biblicum in Rome. He taught Scriptut·e

years in Australian seminaries. He was for six years
Provincial Superior of the Australian Province of
the Misiionurieli of the Sacred Hean, und for twelve
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Rome. He is now stationed in lndi.a_
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'he Holy Spirit . . . knows whatyou truly need.)

FREED HOSTAGE SAYS
'JESUS KEPT HIS WORD'
By Christian de Lisle
FTER six years rn
c ap t ivity Ingrid
Be t anc ourt, the
Fren ch-Colomb ian
hostage, was rescoed
by Colombian special
forces. Iler fir st
action was to arrange to go to the
Basilica of the Sacred Heart in Paris.
In an interview earlier this month she
spoke to Pelerin magazine about her
faitb and how it saw her through her
ordeal.
Mrs Betancourt's first gesture on
being rescued was the sign of the cross.
'Why'? Because without Him at my side
I would never have managed to survive
the pain,' she said.
She went on to say that 'being a
hostage places you in a sitnation of
constant humiliation ... Faced with this
you can take one of two possible paths.
Either yon allow yourself to become
ugly and bitter, filled with hate and
vindictiveness, or you follow the other

path, that is shown by Jesus.' She said
this insight was what preserved her
from being consumed by hate for her
captors and anger at her predicament.
'He LJesus] said "bless your
enemies". Each time T read the Bible I
felt those words were directed at me
as though Jesus were standi1.1g in front
of me, He knew what to say to me; sbe
said. 'Of course I realised that when
your enemy is awful it io bard to live
out those words faithfully and thert>J'ore
I felt bke saying the exact opposite.
When I said these words, however, it
was like magic. I felt a kind of relief.
The hatred simply vanished... I feel that
a transformation took place within me
and I owe that change to being able
to listen to what God wanted for me.
It was a constant dialogue with the
gospels.'
Mrs Bentai1court said that the Bible
had been her constant companion. 'At
the start of my captivity I said to myself
"you are going to be here for months

No Restles,s Nights

T

HANKS to a certain kind of intellectual 'progress,'
the rulers of the modern world no longer believe that
they will be tortured everlastingly, if they are wicked. The
eschatological sanction, which was one of the principal
weapons in the hands of the prophets of past times, has
disappeared. This would not matter, if moral had kept pace
with intellectual 'progress'. But it has not. Twentieth-century
rulers behave just as vilely and ruthlessly as did rulers
in the seventeenth or any other century. But unlike their
predecessors, they do not lie awake at nights wondering
whether they are damned.
-Aldous Huxley (1894-1963). Grey Eminence -(1942)

and months so yon might as well
read the Bible" which I had not done
previously. Opening it, it fell open on
the epistles of St Paul on the passage
which I can recite more or less from
memory: 'You may ask for what you
will but the Holy Spirit will ask better
as He knows what you truly need'.
'When I read that I exclaimed: �My
God, I know what I want: to be free!"
Re-niading the epistle six years later l
understood at last what it meant and
thought "lucky the Holy Spirit has
interceded for me, because I do not
know what T need!"
She said that after being angry with
God for allowing the death of her
fatJ1er, Gabriel Betancourt Mejia, 'later I
understood that I had to thank God for
taking him, because my father would
never have been able to endure those
six year5 of suffering'.
Finally Mrs Bentancourt explained
why she had been so keen to visit
the shrine of the Sacred Heart. 'I
was listening to Radio Maria [the
international Catholic radio station]
and I discovered that June is the month
dedicated to the Sacred Heart ... so l
said this prayer: "My Jesus, I have never
asked anything of you, because I am so
ashamed because of your greatne.ss, I
am simply too ashamed to ask but now I
am going to ask you for something very
specific. I do not know exactly what
j1 means to consecrace oueself to the
Sacred Heart but if you tell me, during
the month of June I will be all yours.'"
On June 27 Mrs Bcntancourt's
rescuers arrived and the ordeal was
over. 'I thought "there we go, he's on
time"... the fact of the matter is that
Jesus kept his word. I experienced a
miracle:
Source: The Catholic Herald (UK) (www.catholi
cherald.eo.uk/)
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Hospitals become Death Camps

LETTING UNWANTED CHILDREN DIE
By Elizabeth Lev
OR historians, who
inh abit the r e mote
world of the past. the
injustices and sufferings
of people are sufficiently
distant in tjme to ever
have much emotional
impact on them.
Thus, history can serve as a
co□venient escape from turbulent
comemporary issues.
Studying the plague in 1348 or
slavery in the South, i(s easy to feel
complacent about man's progress
through the ccntnries. Abolition and
penicillin seem to testify to humanity's
ability to overcome illness and
degradation.
An<l then. a� if rudely a wakened
from a deep sleep, some event will
reveal the horrific truth that we
haven't budged as much as we would
like to think from the darkest practices
of antiquity. Human traffickers buy
and sell women and children for the

pleasure and profit of men, while
malaria kills more people than the
bubonic plague ever did.
A dear friend sho cked me out of
my academic coma by sending me a
video link. It has already been widely
circulated among pro-ljfe circles since
2003, but I was unaware of it until,
taking a break from Early Christian
Architecture, I clicked ou the link.
I watched Jill Stanek., a registered
nurse, describing how a child dies after
surviving a late-term abortion. l profess
total ignorance; T did not realize
that these abortions often involved
inducing early labor and letting the
exposed child die because it no longer
had the protective home of its mother's
womb. Expelled from the mother's
body, and left to die alone among the
garbage, a living and breathing child
wa.s deemed unworthy to live.
Making matters worse, those who
sought to provide protection for those
infants by sponsoring the Born Alive

No Religious
second-thoughts

I

N Egypt ... converting to Christianity, while not illegal, is
practically impossible. Citizens are required to carry their
personal ID cards at all times. Without an ID card, one has no
access to basic services. In January, a court rejected a request
by a Christian convert from Islam, Mohammed Higazi, to have
his new religion written on his identity card. The following month
however, a court decision authorised 12 converts to Islam who
then reverted to Christianity to have their original faith marked on
their ID cards. In Higazi's case, the judge based his decision on
Sharia, Islamic law, to prove that one cannot convert to an 'older
religion'. 'Monotheistic religions were sent by God in chronological
order... As a result, it is unusual to go from the latest religion to the
one that preceded it,' the judge said at the time.
- Source: Agence France Presse
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Infants Protection Act, were opposed
by persons who claim that those
children who survive abonions should
be left out to die.
It �eerned as though I had time
travelled back to antiquity where, in
Greece and Jlome, the civilized veneer
of their clever laws, philosophical
speculations and brillianL engineering.
co-existed with their sadly primitive
customs of slavery, blood sport and
e:xposing unwanted infant children.
In hooks, it seems so easy to look.
down on the Ancients for doing
somethi ng so barbaric as leaving a
child out to die. But what are we co
make of the tolerance of the preseI1ce
of this same brutal practice in our
modem liberal democracies?
In hoth Greece and Rome, among
the majestic temples and sophisticated
societies, the harsh utilitarianism of
their world begao at birth. Children
were discarded because of birth
defects, single parenthood, economic
strain or because they somehow
interfered with the we.II-being of the
parents (Oedipus Rex is a famous
example of the latter).
The Creek author Plntarch wrote
that "the fathec took. his child and
brought it to the elders of the tribe.
Tht:y examined tl1e chih.I, and if it was
well formed am.I strong, ordered it to
be raised, but if the child was ill-born
and maimed, they discarded it in the
so-called Apothetac. a kind of pit, on
the grounds that it was not worth the
rearing?'
Under the Roman law. facl1ers,
called "paterfamilias," had power of
life and death over all the members
of their family. Romans claimed that
"Romulns compelled the citizens to
raise every male child and the first
born of the fe males, and he forbade
them to put to death any child under
three years of age, unless it was a
cripple or a monster from birth. He did

not prevent the parents from exposing
such children, provided that they had
displayed them .first to the .five nearest
neighbors and had secured their
approval:'
Compared to our age of abortion
on demand, the Romans h ad more
rigorons strictures on pu tting their
children to death.
Both in Greece and Rome, the
parent exposed his own child. In our
world, we make others complicit in our
evil. Babies who are born alive a.fter
attempted abortions are handed over
to nurses to be abandoned. Not only
is the child's life destroyed, bul forcing
nurses, who have pledged to asi;ist
and care for people, Lo stand by as a
baby feebly kicks and fights for each
dragging breath is to deprive them of
their essential humanity.
It is a sad irony that the Ancients
come across as more humane than
those who oppose the Infants Born
Alive Protection Act. By el!.'.posing
children, they at least left open the
possibility of the child being saved
whether hy a compassionate passerhy
or the will of the gods. Both Roman
and Greek cultures, pious in their 0W11
way, left a certain amount of leeway for
the gods to act.
1110se today who oppose legislation
protecting survivors of abortions
want to preclude any assistance, any
compassion or any recognition of these
little lives: their brief experience of
the world destined to be cold, lonely,
unalleviated suffering.
Two
thousand
years
ago.
Christianity came to the rescue of
these abandoned children. As early as
the first century A.O., they possessed a
manual of catechesi�, the "Didache." In
it the firsr Christians learned ahout the
ways of life and the way of death. The
way of life was a way of Jove where
they were explicitly cormnancled, "'D-o
not kill a fetus by abortion, or commit
infanticide."
Thanks to Christianity, the exposed
infants were saved, nurtured and
raised. Jn onr post-Christian culture,
these children have lost the protection
they enjoyed for a while. Sometimes,
sadly, history comes full circle.
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PERSECUTED CHURCH

His hands and legs were broken, he was stabbed eighteen times,
and his eyes were gouged out.

PRIEST MURDERED IN INDIA
By Karna Swanson

H

YDERABAD, India. More than 2,000 Catholics gathered in Hyderabad to denounce
the killing of Father Thomas Pandippally earlier this month, as he headed home after
saying Mass.

Archbishop Marampudi Joji of Hyderabad led the protest rally attended by priests, religious
sisters and brothers, and lay faithful.
Father Thomas Pandippally, 38, was killed late Aug. 16 as he rode alone on a motorcycle to
Yellareddy, a village in the eastern state of Andhra Pradesh, after having said Mass in Burigida.
The attackers ambushed the Carmelite of Mary lmmaculate. He was found dead the next
morning, little less than a mile from his motorcycle, with his hands and legs broken, 18 stab
wounds inflicted on his body and his eyes gouged out.
Archbishop Joji stated at the protest that the authorities have yet to arrest those responsible
for the killing. Other speakers urged the public to denounce violence and promote religious
freedom, while voicing resentment over the murders of Christians in Andhra Pradesh.
Father Sony Sebastian Palathra, a Carmelite of Mary Immaculate who studied for three years
in the seminary alongside Father Pandippally, told ZENIT he was "upset" and "shocked" to hear
of the murder.
He said the murdered priest was "so quiet, holy and committed to the work of the Lord and
service of the poor. His motto in life was, 'To wipe the tears of the poor:''
Father Jose Panthaplamthottiyil, prior general of the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate, said in
a letter written Aug. 20, the day of Father Pandippally's funeral, that the congregation had "lost
a young. holy, dynamic, dedicated, talented and committed priest ... one of the promising jewels
of our congregation:'
"However," continued the prior general, "we have also gained a true martyr in heaven."
"'The history of the Church tells us that it was always through tbe blood of martyrs that the
message of Jesus spread to the four corners of the earth," he said. "The shedding of the blood
of Father Thomas in the uame of Jesus will not be in vain. Tt will bring manifold blessings on
the local Church as well as on every one of us."
Father Jose Panthaplamthottiyil announced that the episcopal conference of India has
declared Sept. 7 to he a day of prayer for mjssionaries "in the context of the death of Father
1homas Pandippally."
The protest in Hyderabad took place as a wave of violence against Christians spread over
the neighbouring state of Orissa. The Christians are being hlamed for the murder of a Hin do
political leader Swami Laxmananada Saraswati. Eleven people have been killed over three days
of attack.
- Source: ZENIT International Catholic News Service
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The Natural Foundation efthe Theological Virtue ofHope

ALL MAY YET BE
RIGHT WITH THE WORLD
By Jude P. Dougherty
HEOGNIS ofMegara.
a sixth-century B. C.
philosopher and poet,
refle cting on the
social deterioration of
his day, lamented the
lack of piety in the
people. lu a poetic work cited through
the ages, notably by Plato, Xenophon,
Aristotle, and Clement of Alexandria
and known to us as a poem entitled
«Hope;' he claims that all the god� have
left the earth and returned to Olympus.
Faith and Temperance and the Graces
have abandoned earth. Humans, havh1g
lost a sense of piety, no longer venerate
those immortal gods. As a consequence,
oaths are no longer reliable. The only
divinity still remaining on earth is Hope.
If this divinity were to leave, he warns,
civilization would surely collapse. 1
The poet stimulates reflection. What
if a people, a community, a society
were to lose hope? Indeed, we may ask
an even more fundamental question:
Can there be "collective hope" or its
contrary, "collective despair?" Each day
we are informed by an omnipresent
global media of a calamity in some
part of the world where the victims are
presented as having little. more than
hope. We need not look beyond this
continent to find a culture u nder siege
where thonghtful men offer little hope
for the perpetuation of a once great
civilization.
Following the lead of Theognis, I
wish to discnss the role that hope plays
within a community. Cultural historians
tell us that discussions of hope usually
emerge at a time of crisis. Indeed,
theological discussions of hope gained
a following in the mid-decades of the
twentieth century when, in the context
of a Enrope ravaged by two major w<1rs,
the topic was addressed by a number
of German scnolars. Jurgen Moltmann's

TheololJ.!I qf Hope (1964)2 is perhaps
the most influential, although his work
was preceded by that of Josef Pieper
(1945) and Ernst Bloch (3 volumes,
1952- I 959)'l. Hope is often presented
as one of the three theological virtues,
and indeed it has the status of a virtue
but ooly within a religious context.
ln this presentation, l intend first to
examine hope as a movement of the
irascible appetite, treating it from a
purely philosophical viewpoint. Only
then will I ask: fa there a connection
between t11e passion of hope and the
theological virtue? As a passion, hope is
not a vinue.
Hope has been discussed from
a philosophical point of view since
antiquity, throngh the course of
Stoicism, to be sure. Like courage, the
Stoics discussed hope as a movement of
the irascible appetite, an emotive power.
From that vantage point, human choice
is a free initiative, bnt the outcome of
choice is ruled by fatt:. Unable lO change

the course of sensible events, humans
are able to cuntrol only their internal
attitude toward the unfortunate events
of life. Fate is inexorable, but hope is
still possible.
St. Thomas similarly locates hope
in the appetitive power, not in the
cognitive faculty.4 "Hope regards the
good;' Thomas writes, describing it
as a "stretching onl' of the appetite to
the good;' that is, toward a possible
good, attainable by one's own power
or through another's activity. Hope
presupposes the desire of some future
good. Whell a person desires a thing,
TI1omas continues, it is because he
has reason to believe that he can i;et
it. But hope is more than that and
rather different, too. We do not hope
for what we are sure to obtain. What
characterizes hope is the awareness that
difficnlties stand between our desire
and its fulfilment. We only hope for
what is more-or-less difficult to obtain.
Thus, hope as an interior disposition is

Trivialising the Sacred

E

ither for the defence of the Church and the impre.,scriptible rights
of the Church, or to direct itself properly towards its peculiar end,
the State has the right and the duty to intervene in such matters,
as it has the right and the duty to see that justice is observed in
private contracts. The crime committed by many modern states
i$ not restraining such liberties (they constantly invoke them), but
restraining them in an unjust and perverse way, which is as contrary
to the law of God and the laws of the Church as it is contrary to the
moral good of man and the common good of the State. The order
is then completely reversed in this sense that the temporal power,
instead of legislating in conformity with divine laws, of which the
spiritual power has charge, does so rn contempt of those laws and
that power, and so turns things upside down.
- Jacques Maritain, The Things that ara not Caasar's, London, Sheed & Ward. 1930.
·on Liberalism,' p.142
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maintained in the face of some obstacle.
lf the obstacle becomes insurmountable,
desire is succeeded by hate. Then not
only is the pursuit abandoned but we
no longer wish to have the impossible
good so much as mentioned. You can
imagine a disappointed teenager saying,
"I did not want to go to the dance with
him anyway, and besides I hate him."
The retreat of the appetite from itself
and the accompanying rancour against
its former object is called despair.'
Hope is bound up, Thomas reminds
us, with man's constant effort to live,
act, and fulfil himself; it beats in the
hearts of all. As a sensory passion. it
may be predicated of dumb animals as
well as of man. To illustrate this point,
Thomas uses the homey example of a
dog that sees a hare far off but makes
no movement toward it because. he has
no hope of reaching it, whereas if the
hare is near, the dog would likely male
a movement toward it.
Given that the object of hope is an
arduous good, one difficult to obtain,
doubt with respect to its attainment
may lead to despair. Experience may
play a role in fostering hope, bnt it
may just as easily lead to despair. Men
of age and wisdom may be of great
hope because their experience enables
them to undertake tasks which seem
to others impossible. In the course of a
long life, how often have men seen the
unhoped for come to pass? The young
are full of hope but for the opposite
reason." The young have little past
and a vast future, little memory and
great expectations. TI1e ardor of youth,
which has never encountered a check,
makes the young believe that nothing
is impossible. lbe young will try almost
anything and sometimes, to the surprise
of all, succeed. Without doubt, hope is
a driving force, but we must not make
a virtue out of it. It remains an impulse
of t..he sensitive appel.ite.7 As an impulse
of the sensitive appetite, it is not based
on prudent calculation and chance of
success. A daring man instinctively hurls
himself into danger. Once he is at grips
with it, he often finds more difficulties
than he expect.ed. Courage may then
come into play. TI1e merely daring man
gives np, while the courageous man.
once he has taken un the danger after
reasoned deliberation, often finds the
task less arduous than he feared and
carries it though successfully.8

Following Aquinas, Pieper treats
hope within the context of his discourse
on human fulfilment, that is, withi.u
a teleol.ogical conception of human
nature. It is an Aristotelian concept, to
be snre, but one developed by Thomas
within a theological context_ TI1us Pieper
talks o f man's status viatoris, man on
the way, and means more by that than
Aristotle could have meant since Pieper,
even when writing as a philosopher,
cannot forget man's eternal destiny as
disclosed by revelation. "The positive
side of the concept of being on the.
way, the creature's natural orientation
toward fulfilment, is revealed, above all
in man's ability to establish, by his own
effort. a kind of justifiable 'claim' to the
haJ>riy ontcome of his pilgrimage.�9 l
am not sure that Robert Browning had
hope in mind when he wrote: "'Ah, but a
man's reach should exceed his grasp-or
what's a heaven for;' 10 but Pieper would
find the notion congenial . The "way
of man" leads to death as it does for
all members of the animal kingdom.
If man is merely a "being i.o time," as
some philosophers would have it, man's
ultimate fulfilment would be, as it is for
dumb animals, merely the perpet1:1ation
of the species. Fulfilment beyond time
escapes the purview of philosophers
such as Heidegger and Sartre but not
Aristotle, insofar as he saw that by
nature man has a natural desire for
immortality.
From a philosophical standpoint,
it may be said that hope is something
that can be empirically encountered,
phenomenologically described, and
understood as a function of the
human psyche. The philosopher who
reflects on existence as a whole cannot
avoid attention to hope as a human
disposition. What people hope for.
almost by definition, is something that
is welcome, desirable, loved, something
good that can be attained. Josef Pieper,
commenting on Johannes Hoffm.eister's
definition of hope as "joyful expectation"
agrees that hope, given its implicit
element of confidence, implies also the
ant.i cipation of fulfilment, namely, joy.
Pieper adds this distinction: "Hope is
aimed at being granted something
good, aod thus something loved, while
joy is by natnre nothing other than the
response to being granted what we
love:"11
Turning to Jurgern Moltmann's

Theology oJHope we find a suggestive
passage in a section entitled, "The
Tradition of Eschatological Hope;' where
he focuses on the social aspect of hope
that is, hope within a community-and
speaks of the role that history plays by
engenderin!lj hope or by dashing hope
within a community. He speaks of "the
messianic light of hopeful reason."
'"There is solidarity," he writes, "between
the present and ages past, a certain
contemporaneousness both in historical
disappointment and eschatological
hope."1� The horrors revisited by history
can undermine hope for the future,
but on the other hand a recognition
of positive elements in the present can
engender hope. Jt is in this context
that Moltmann explores the role that

tradition plays in preserving equilibrium
within a people, grounding hope and
mitigati.ng fear. ''Traditions are alive and
binding, current and familiar, where,
and as long as, they are taken as a
matter of course and as such link fathers
to sons in the course of the generations
and provide continuity in time. When
this unquestioned familiarity and
trustworthiness becomes problematical,
an essential element in tradition is
already lost. Where reflect.ion sets in
and subjects the tradition to critical
questioning, with the result that the
accepting or rejecting of them be.comes
a conscious act, the traditions lose their
propitious force."13 We are horrified,
he says, by the error of those wbo iu
theology put tlm arguments of reason
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ACROSS CLUES
L
5.
9.
10.
11.
J 2.
14.
18.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Something servin g as a remembra11c-e (8)
Frantie; foverish (6)
Indefatigable (8)
Cryptic: (6)
Coordinate (8)
Small piece of bread witl, s•voury toppu,g (6)
Basilica in Montmanre overlooking Paris (5,5)
Nobleman (10)
Comn1endation; belief in the truth (6)
Suave and refin«d; collrtcous (8)
Capital of the Czech Rep ublic (6)
Reprove (8)
Required (6)
Comes uninvited; encroaches (8)

DOWN CLUES

l. Head nurse (6)
2. An optlcal illusion (6)
3. Change one's mind; become milder (6)
4. Help; support (10)
6. Dignified grace in appearance (8)
7. Menace (8)
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8.
13.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.
21.

Bishop's chair (8)
The final battle ( I O)
Cooking utensil (8)
Large rougb·haired breed of terrier (8)
Disposilioo; theat.rical pose (8)
Personal integrity; fame or glory (6)
Assorted (6)
German composer (6)
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in place of the tradition of scripture and only in uniou with God Himself. Yet
the fathers. Theology can teach only we cannot fail to recognize that grace
on the grourid of the "word" given in hoth makes possible and perfects a
tradition.
natural disposition. Revelation gives us
In approachiug this topic I set out a new perspective on hnman fulfilment
to determine the relation between the and a hope that is beyond the grasp of
passion of hope and the theological unaided reason. Clearly the theological
virtue of hope. Two brief passages in virtue of hope is consequent upon faith
Benedict XVl's encyclical, Spe Salve, in the Risen Christ and the Revealed
illustrate the difference. 14 Benedict word of God. Still the irascible passion
writes: "Young people can have the of hope fulfils its temporal function even
hope of a great and fuJly satisfying love; in the larger context of man's ultimate
the hope of a certain position in their fulfilment in the Beatific Vision.
prof ession, or some success that will
This paper was not conceived in a
prove decisive for the rest of their lives. cultural vacuum. The present resembles
When these hopes are fulfilled, however, lhe mid-decades of lbe last century
it becomes clear that they were not i11 when, the Catholic Pieper. the Marxist
reality tbe whole.» 15 Aristotle would Bloch, and the Protestant Moltmann
concur and add that human fnlfilmenc were writing. This presentation has not
is achieved only in and through the focused solely on abstract or theoretical
contemplative life. Benedict then moves considerations of hope. It is the
to the theological level when he writes: present that has generated discussions
"We need the greater and lesser hopes of hope on both sides of the Atlantic.
that lccep us going day by day. But Those of a certain age and experience
these arc not enough without the great recognize that within what was once
hope, which must surpass everything called Christendom something has been
else. This great hope can only be God. lost. A sense of loss naturally leads to
... who can bestow upon ns what we. expectations for the future. The decline
by ourselves, cannot attain. The fact of the West is not a fiction.
that it co1J1es to u s as a gift is actually
Seventy-five years ago, the Spanish
part of hope." 10 These passages make born American philosopher George
clear that natural reason can carry us Santayana lamented: "Our society
only so far. The ultimate fruit of the has lost its soul. The landscape of
contemplative life can be achieved Christendom is covered with lava:
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a great eruption of brute humani1y
threatens to overwhelm all the treasures
that artful humanity has created."11
Writing today. Pierre Manent reinforces
Santayana•s jndgment, fearing that
Europe is on the verge of self
destruction. The democratic nation,
he believes, has been lost in Europe,
the very place where it first appeared.
"Europe's political contrivances," he
writes, "have become more and more
artificial. With each day they recede
fnrther from the natural desires and
movements of their citizen's souls." 1a
European countries, the political
philosopher Pie1Te Manenl is convinced,
are no longer sovereign, nor do they
aspire to retain their identity. European
nations are caught between tbeir old
identity and that of a new European
Union. After Maastricht. the E'U's
bureaucratic contrivance de1ached
itself from the national political bodies
that formed the Union. 19 The artifice,
Maneut thinks, too.k. on a life of its own.
"Europeft crystallized an idea endowed
with legitimacy, suppressing all others,
and that idea became equipped and
fonified with institutional mechanisms
capable of reconstructing all aspects of
European life. Instead of increasing self
governance, Europe's new instruments
of governauce shackle it more with
each passing day, promising an infinite
extension that no one wills and no
one kuows how to stop. Enlightened
despotism has retnrncd in the form
of agencies, administratioris, courts of
justice, and commissions that Jay down
the law or create rules, ever more
meticulously contrived. ln creating an
uncontrollable bureaucracy, Europe, in
effect, has inscitutionalized the political
paralysis of democracy. So much so that
its narions cannot control their borders
let alone their economies and djstinctive
cultures.
We may ask. what does the future
hold? With Santayana we recognize
that the civilization characteristic of
Christendom has given way. In his
words, "The shell of Christendom is
broken. The unconquerable mind of
the East, the pagan past, the indnscrial
socialistic future confront it with their
eqnal authority."20 What does this
portent for the West? Should those who
value their cnltural heritage merely
acquiesce and hope for the best? Of
course, not. Jusl as hope can play an

important function iu the life of an
individual, it may stimulat e a society
as a whole. We have the example of
Churchill and de Gaulle in the darkest
hours of World War II and the more
recent example of John Paul II, who
through his leadership in the Solidarity
movement inspired hope not only in his
own people but in others of the Soviet
bloc at the time. Hope is not a guide, to
be sure, but it can engender confidence
aud call men to action. Both the passion
of hope and the theological virtue of
hope can each play a positive role in the
life of an individual. Hope as a passion
is au integral part of human nature. The
theological virtue is a gift but, I submit,
it need not concern only �last things."
To paraphrase the poet, God is in his
Heaven and all may yet be right with
the world. 21
PROFESSOR JUDE DOUGHERTY is Dean
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.
p.69. Cf Gerard Verbeke, MonJI Educalio,t i,1 .AriJr(llft
(Wa..'ihinr,on. 0 C: The Catholic Uni\'eNity of AmeW'iCl
Press, 1990), p. 12.
Jorgen Mohmann, 'l"Ar-vl"git: die Hc,_ffmmK. t>Lh ed.
(Munich: Kaiser Verlag. 1965); uan�. by .Jame� �1.
Leitek as Tl.icul°i:!I uJ Hr,pe (New lork: Ha1"per :1nd
Row, 1967).
Cf. Jooef Pieper, 0,,,,. di, Heffa""lf (rr,ns. from ,b� 7th
ed. as On Hope) (Munich, Uber die HoJTnunf Munich,
Kosel-Verlag. 1977). trans by Mary Frances McCarthy.
in Fgit/J H upe- o.ml l.nur ( San Franci:S(:O: T1;natios Pres�
1986); •nd Ernst l!loch Du,, p,;nzip Hoffoung. tran,_
as 7lr, /hn<iple of H"l"' (Cambridge. MA, MIT Pre•�
19R6).
St. Thomas recog11ize:,; six pa!.sions of ihe conc-np1s
cible appetite. love and hate. desire and aversion.
joy and fladness; five for the irascible appetite: hope,
despair. rouragt"", fear. and :mger. ( Summa T7u:olqrilN.
1 I- L Q.23. a.4).
Thom.,, Aquino,, SNrJtma JMO/ap,.·e- 1- 11 40, 4.
nli,I, r.n4o, 11
n,;J,J.f(.0,8,:"13
Jb;<l., I· II 45, 4.
Jo:;cf Pi..::pi.::r, J,'Qith, Hr,pe-, tmd f.ovt� tr�ll!i. b:v M:try
.t-'ra11t.'t'.:.S McCan.hy cl al. from the C crma11 Lif>ffl, Jirtfen..
C/(mt>ffl (S.u1 l"ranci�u�: l13 n:atit1!. IT<.':.�, 199?), p. 93Aud,u, dd Sao10 185�Josd Pit:ptT, Hope and His/Dry. lr.ans. liy David Kipp
from the:: Gt=rrnan Hojfnung uml c�.J,·d1.ich.1� (Sa.1�
Franci,co, Ignatius Pr-=. 1994), p. 2L
Jurgen M.olcmann� l'hc<1lugy "/ //Qpe· Ou tltt: l'r'fJmu/
und tlu: lmplutitions ef « Cl,n�iitm £d1utul� tr.ms, by
James W. Leitcb from the German (New Yorlc, Harper
and Row, 19fi7), p. zq I
Ibid.
Promu[gated in Eng.Ii di hr Libt>ri:i: Eciitric,e, V.atiC"an.J as
Sat>nl by Hot4 (Sm F:ranCU.Co: Ignatius Prer.r... 2008)_
Ibid, p 64.
(bid.. p. 66.
Cc>:01-ge Sa1uayana, '"Wind1; orDoa.1'ine.," in 7'u: /KJrlu'!f
C«,,ge S(Ul.tayumz (New York: Cbarlt's. Sctihnc-r's Sons,
1937), P- .1_
Pierre Mancnl IJ,mocr(«_y wi,lr,u1 Nad.,,,, n, Jibr, of
&lf-C.oen,rn<"1 i• £�,.p� ,rans. by l'anl Seawn from
the Frend, (Wihuingcon. DE. !SI Books. 20071. p. 3�Pierre Manent, op. <it, d. p. �• ff
!bid, p. 3.
Robert Brownini, P,ppa .lhau, 1841.
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History or Fiction?

KATHY'S STORY
By THERESE TAYLOR
HE cover of the book
Kathy's Story. Tke True
Stor y of a Childhood
Hell inside Ireland's
Magdalen Laundries
g i v e s a r in g i n g
endorsement from the
reviewer of the lri.rh lndepen.denL It is:
'A devastating account ()f a
childh()od stolen by the twin evils of
sexual abnse and ao uoholy church
state aUiaru:.-e'.
According to this book, Kathy
O'Beirne, born in the late · 1950s to a
large working-class Trish family, was
constantly beaten hy her father, who
even broke her pelvis, and held her hand
in a pan of boiling grease. She was then
sent. to a juvenile justice institution at
the age of eight. She was held there for
years, then after being raped by a priest
was transferred to a psychiatric hospital
at the age of ten. At the hospital she was
drugged and given electric shock therapy.
Whippings and ill-treatment were
inflicted on Kathy when she then
entered a Magdalene Laund ry at the
age of only thirteen years. Again she
was raped, and had a child. She did not
escape from the institutions until she
was in her late teens, and ran away to
live on the streets of Dublin, where she
was arrested for shoplifting and served
a semence in Mountjoy Prison. After
all this, she was able to rebuild her life.
Rather surprisingly, she weut home to
live with her parents, and stayed with
them in their old age.
The publication of the memoir was
greeted with acclaim. The foreword
of the American edition, however,
suggested that: 'She is breaking long
years of sile.nce - a silence we don't
want broken, because if we believe the
extent and the amount of abuse she
endured, then we will have to admit
some horrid truths ... that there are
some who call themselves men and
women of God who act out of evil, and
that this happened in Ireland:

The picture which Kathy draws of
Catholic institutions is certainly evil.
For instance, in the Magdalene Laundry,
when one of 1he inmates died:
'The hody was wrapped in a sheet
and laid on the cart in the open. A
black cross was placed on the body by
one of the nuns. The black cross was
the symbol of the Devil and was used
to ensure that the person who had died
went straight to hell.'

Art as a
Commodity

M

odern art dealers' and
collectors' ... disturbing
propensity to value the
signature on a work more highly
than the work itself led Salvador
Dali to decide that instead of
scrupulously overseeing the
production of prints bearing
his name he might just as well
sign and sell otherwise blank
pieces of paper on which
printmakers could execute Dalis
of their own. Similarly, once
the second-hand books trade
succumbed to what William
Roberts denounced in 1894
as the 'first edition mania,' the
commodity exchanged was no
longer books but the dates on
their title-pages. This enabled
Wise, a commodity dealer
by profession, to market his
spurious first editions of texts by
collectable authors. Dali's boldly
minimalist ... was mercenary
... it was also a well-directed
assault on the commodification
of art as a market in which
investors purchase signatures
rather than works.
- K. K. Ruthven, Faking literature.
Cambridge University Press, 2001, p.154
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None of the reviewers who praised
this book ever bothered to interrogate
snch fantastic descriptions. Only a
spoilsport would point out that no sucb
biza.cre ceremony exists in Catholicism.
A fter the publication of t'he book,
Kathy O'Beirne could not resist adding
to her story. ·while in Kathy's Story
she states she had one child who
died, sub�equently, she has stated that
she had two children, who both died.
.Kath_lj's Story includes several scenes
of sexual assanh, and more recently,
Kathy has said that she will be writing
a second hook. which will explain that
she was also raped by four more men three priests and a police sergeant.
While the book has sold in huge
numbers, and Kathy O'Beirne has
become Ireland's best selling author
of nou-fiction, increasing numbers of
people have disputed the veracity of her
book. Recently, Irish jonrnalist Hermann
Kelly has published Kathy's Real Story
a detailed study of the factual errors in
the book, and the history of the events
which lie behind it

A Disputed Past
Everyone will have their own reasons..
when confronted with a memoir such
as Kathy's Story, to either believe or
disbelieve it. One can read review after
review by people who found this book
so fascinating they could not put it
down, and so compelling that it seems
undoubtedly true.
Critics uf the book appeared
more slowly. Kathy's siblings strongly
disputed her account of her past.
They claimed that she had never been
imprisoned in a Magdalene Lanndry,
and also denied the stories that their
father was a bate-filled abuser. However,
one of her brothers said that he agreed
with Kathy that their father was 'a hard
man' and that they were beaten. They
acknowledged that Kathy had many
problems when growing up. Because of

'behavioural clifficulties' she was senc
for a short period in a children's home,
and later, as a teenager, had been in
psychiatric institutions and had been
a runaway living in a shelter for the
.homeless.
The religions orders deny that Kathy
O'Beirne was ever in a Magdalene
Lanndry. Their denial should have some
weight, as there is no recol'd of an Irish
religious order later denying contact
with any of their charges.
'The Sisters of our Lady of Charity
wish to emphatically and categorically
state that Kathy O'Beirne never spent
any time in our laun<lries or related
institntions, commonly knowu as
Magdaleue Homes. A professional
archivist has checked our records in
detail and there is no reference to Kathy
O'Beirne: They found evidence that she
spent six weeks in an industrial school
run by the same order. This confirms
the account of her childhood given by
her siblings.
According to Mary O'Ileirne, 'Our
sister was not in a Magdalene laundry,
or Magdalene home, she was in St
Anne's children's home, Kilmacud; St
Loman's psychiatric hospital, Mountjoy
prison and Sherrard house for homeless
people.' There has bee.u confirmation of
her attendance at these institutions. If
she was in Sherrard House during her
teenage years, as affirmed by people
who knew her there, then she could
not have been incarcerated for fourreen
years in the Magdalene laundries, as
stated in her memoir.
Evidence has been brought
forward confirming Katby's account
of being sexually abused as a young
girl, while she was living at home. On
September 23 2006, The Guardian
reported that they had been shown
legal documentation, concerning
police statements she made about her
childhood rapes by an nlder boy and
legal documents relating to a recent
out-of-court settlement the man made
with her.
One feels that these incidents may
have been the beginning of her mental
health problems.
However, these early incidents are
described very vaguely and briefly in
the memoir. They belong to the period
when she was living at home, and the
memoir soon progresses to more lurid
scenes where Kathy is imprisoned, raped

repeatedly by priests, made available
to visitors for sexual services while in
a church institution, and then became
pregnant at the age of thirteen. No
confirmation of this has ever surfaced,
and it is most definitely in need of
clarification. Nnmcrons witnesses who
are acquainted with Kathy O'Beirne
have stated that she had no child. No
birth certificate or death certificate for
this supposed child has been produced.

Evidence
While the people who have come
forward to denounce Kathy O'Beirne
have their own stories to tell, one thing
is very conspicuous in this controversy.
It is the people who have not come
forward.
There is no record of any survivor
of a Magdalene Laundry who has said
that they remember Kathy, who claims
to have spent so many years in such
institutions . A woman who was an
inmate of the Dublin laundry, Lorraine
King, said that the book 'has not been
written by someone who has been
lhere�
Witnesses who had been in youth
shelters remember Kathy O'Beirne as
a teenager. Their account of events is
entirely different from that given in the.
memoir. They deny that she was in a
Magdalene Laundry. Margaret Power,
who knew Kathy during her years as
a homeless teenager said to the. Dai{y
Mail on 31 October 2007 that: 'she
didn't even have one baby, never mind
a second. I would remember if she was
pregnanC

Historian's View
One of the first things which strike
any scholar of history, is that Katk1J 's

Stor.11 does not have any information
which can be checked. There is not a
name or a date in the book, and scenes
shift and change like a dreamscape.
Sudden personal transformations
are common, there are confusions
in chronology, and several n otable
contradictions.
To give but one example, Kathy
claims to have been entirely deprived
of education after the age of eight. She
was taken out of the classrooms and
made to work like a slave. 'The nuns
were supposed to be educating the girls
in their care and they were being paid
by the State to do so. But little attention
was paid lo snch rules.' A girl subjected
to such a regime would soon lose her
early education and indeed, Kathy's
publisher, Mainstream, described her as
being: 'an Trish "Maggie" who still can't
read or write ... a ghost-writer, Michael
Sheridan, was engaged to help the
illiterate O'Beirne ... 'However, in the
later chapters of that same book., Kathy
describes herself writing poetry, doing
archival research and reading lette.rs . So
she was literate after all.
Further enqniries to the historical
record explain this. Hermann Kelly
cites the records of her local school.
The roll shows that.: 'she spent the years
1961 to June 1969 in Scoil Mhuire,
her local national school in the village
of Clondalkin, which she left at the age
of 12.' Kathy is not illiterate, and she
did attend school, and therefore she
was not in an asylum or a children's
institution during the ages of eight to
twelve. One cannot admit of any doubt
about this, and it is such a central point
of her memoir, that this inaccuracy,
alone, is enough to put the entire tale
into disrepute.

Memoirs and Fiction
It is all too easy to write and publish
a fake memoir.
Publishers know that misery literature
sells. In onr time, novels are much less
pupular than they were, and memoirs
have become a best-selling form of
literature. One of the results of this is
that books which ought to be published
as fiction have been introduced to the
public as authentic memoirs.
There are endless examples of the
scandals arising from false memoirs.
Australians will be particularly aware
of the story of Norma Khouri. Norma
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appeared in 2003, as the author of a
tragic memoir Forbidden Love. This told
the story of her best friend Dalia, a
Muslim victim of an honour killing in
Jordan. There was a major scandal in
2004, when the S.11dney Morning Herald
published an article by Malcolm Knox,
proving that Norma Khouri was in fact
an American, had not lived in Jordan,
and that Dalia was a fictional person.
In 1995 Benjamin Wilkomirski.
che author of a Holocaust memoir
Fragments, moved audieuces to tears
with his accounts of a childhood in
Auschwitz. He won numerous historical
awards, and this puts the standards of
European scholarship in doubt, because
a journalist exposed him as an impostor.
The memoir was a fake, written hy
Bruno Grosjean - a Swiss citizen who
had only visited the death camps as a
tourist
Examples of this type can be found
everywhere. A slightly comic touch co
the Wilkomirski saga is that when he
toured America he was ·recognised'
by a woman who also claimed to
have been tortured by Dr Mengele in
Au schwitz. She went by the name of
Laura Grabowski, bnt was in fact Laurel
Wilson. Under the pen name Lauren
Stratford this same woman was the
author of a discredited memoir Satan's
Underground - the story of her life as
a victim of Satanic ritual abnse. After
that was revealed as a fraud, she went
on to create a new story that she was a
Holocaust survivor, and teamed up with
ber fellow fantasist Wilkomirski.
A consistent feature of fake memoirs
is that they are written by people who
have experienced troubled lives, but
whose experiences arc not particularly
sensational. They then recast this
history of pain into a new story, which
adheres to the preoccnpations of the
wider society. .Bruno Grosjean was an
illegitimate child who was passed into
foster care and never communicated
well with the farnily who adopted him.
Norma Khouri grew op in work.ing-dass
Chicago, and her Jordanian immigrant
parents had a bitter divorce, which
included allegations that Norma had
h�en subject to years of sexual abuse hy
her father. Laurel Wilson was adopted
by a couple who argued often nnd then
separated. They provided for her, but
she moved between their residences
and had no settleci home.

A Rose by
any other Name

I

t is worth remembering that the acclaimed author of The Golden
Notebook (1962) had a novel turned down by her own publisher when,
wanting 'to be reviewed on merit, as a new writer, without the benefit of a
"name·,· she submitted The Diary of a Good Neighbour ( 1983) under the
name of Jane Somers instead of Doris Lessing. This is not an isolated
case. In 1975, when Chuck Ross typed out the first twenty-one pages of
Jerzy Kosinski's National Book Award-winning Steps (1969) and submitted
them under a pseudonym to the original publisher they were rejected.
- K. K. Ruthven, Faking literature,
Cambridge University Press, 2001, p.154

Each of these peuple found new
roles as a Holocaust survivor. as the
witness to an honour murder, and as the
child slave of a Satanic cult. With these
dramatic stories, they were finally able
to get people to listen.
Kathy O'Bcime's life story, as told hy
her family, includes much snffering. But
merely being a troubled tecuager might
he considered dull. The Magdalene
Laundry has become a cultural
preoccupation in a generation of the
new millennium who have cast off the
Catholic past. To have been a 'Maggie' is
striking and interesting. It is a much more
engaging story than merely being yet
another abused chfld in secular society.
Memoirs are a commodity. Because
of the current state of the publishing
industry, ethics are unimportant, and
the rnling motive is the desire for
profits. Books such as Forbidden Love

Change Your
Money

T

here are two different
coinages, so to speak,
in circulation. God's and the
world's, each with its own
distinctive marking. Unbelievers
carry the stamp of the world;
while the faithful. in love, bear
the stamp of God the Father.
through Jesus Christ.
- St Ignatius. bishop of Antioch
(35-107 ADI, writing to the Chrisllans
at Magnesia-on-the-Meander, on his
way to be put to death In the Flavian
Amphitheatre of Rome in 107.
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and Katl�y's Story have made millions
for their publishers. and substaucial
amonms for their authors. It would be
fair to say that neither publishers nor
anthors care about the truth.
lt is disconcerting that, because of
their status as 'non fiction: books such
as Katlz.y's Story are recommended to
colleges and schools, and are studied by
pupils learning about religions hiswry.
We all need to be extremely careful
about what we read. If the author
cannot provide any references, any
dates or names, in their story, then it is
possibly false. If they make wild claims
and appear to be playing on racist or
sectarian stereotypes, then one ought
to consider the possibility that they are
dishonest or psychologically ill.
My final comment on J(athy's Story
is that it puts the Irish media in a bad
light. How could snch a boo.k have
been so uncritically praised? Wliat
has happened to the Irish journalists
who used Lo he so sharp, so well able
to interrogate the claims of ally 'great
talker'? Literature is important in their
culture, standards are high. and one
would expect more discernment. The
sentimentality and credulity of esteemed
papers is cast in an awful light by their
gushing initial recommendations for
this memoir. Only one write,� Hermann
Kelly, came out to do his job - to tell
the truth about fiction.
�E TAYLO\\ lectures in hi.story ur Chat'les Stun
University, Aumalia. She is the author of a r.chol·
f
arly biography, Dmradette L,mrdc.r, Her Lffe, Death
and 'f/isions, (London 2003). She has published
numerous aroicles on history, memoir> and life
writing. Her critique of the disput<'d memoir.
Bumed Alive, by Souatl. is available onUoe.
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MEDIA MATTERS
.By ]AMES MURRAY

Two Peters View
Book of lhe Month in terms of print, radio and
TV coverage: The Costello Memoirs (Melbourne
University Publising, rrp $54.99), by-line Peter
Costello with Peter Coleman.
Significant preposition. Coleman's high-calibre
talent for quote picking and incisive comment,
is unobtrusive but influential throughout the
uarrative; it is a talent that made him one of the
best in the line of editors of The Bulktin and
Quadrant. (as well as a contributor to Annals
Australa.ria).
His experience as a State and Federal MP
also inform his contribution. Nevertheless
Costello is very much the lead writer champing
at the bit which means his potentially fascinating
family background is all plain bread and no ale,
stereotypical of Baptists. Jn the background,
however, is a Catholic immigrant great-grandfather
and pubkeeper, Patrick Costello, who contrived to
get himself jailed for matters electoral.
Coste1lo treats this as wonh recording but no
spark of delight at the irony. He deals similarly
with the fact that, 'a Catholic priest would regularly
attend our home to give the mass to my maternal
grandmother, Honora, when she was i11firm and
dying with us in her declining years'.
Forget the redundancy of the final phrase. But,
'give the mass to' is a blatant solecism. Tt should
be eitber, 'say Mass for' or (more likely), 'give
Communion to�
Tbis is relatively minor in the context of
Costello's survey of his career from the Dollar
Sweets case to the Treasury: the GST, Work
Choices and his version of Lhe irresistible force
meeting the immovable object, John Howard.
That other force, Malcolm Turnbul1, gets due
mentions but the lottery of publishing lead-times
aod deadlines means that the mentions have
been overtaken by events. Turnbull has become
the irresistible force, albeit against a too movable
object, Brendan Nelson.
The survey is also unflinching. It includes
.Labor Senator Nick Sherry who attempted suicide
after Coste1lo roused on him wittily in Parliament ·
over shoulcy travel allowances which involved the
Opossum Bay home of his mother. The wit was
sharpened on the whetstone of Sherry's earlier

attac ks on Coalition MPs, nailed for similar
offences, and sacked by John Howard.
No facile apology from Costello. He does make
it clear he subsequently modified his parliamentary
style.
Overall Peter Costello has produced a solicitor's
brief, solid, informative, precise, rather than a
barrister's plea complete with eloquent oratorical
flourishes. As if conscious of this, he decorates his
prose with exclamation marks like, well, Dollar
Sweets sprinkles on a plain cake.
The solicicor's brief may be more valuable in
transmuting past experience into fucure policy,
Costel lo's intent. And he is capable of panache.
nowhere more significantly than early in the
book when he quotes his speech after a personal
best victory against the countrywide run of play
which resulted in Labor winning the 2007 Federal
election.
'J want to say two things about our country. Our
ambitions for our country should be as large as
the country itsel£ As I flew from Brisbane to Perth
after our national campaign launch and I saw our
broad and vast and expansive country, I thought
to myself I waot a country with ambitions as big
a� t.he continent itself. The second thiug I want to
say is that I believe in the future of Australia. The
best years of our country are in front of us. We are
young and we have boundless opportunities.·
Emotional, bold, non-ghost written, utterly
spontaneous, oddly recalling Labor chieftain
F'X Gonnor's line: 'Give me men to match my
mountains .. .' W hich raises the question: what
happened to change his mind, nr more exactly his
mood, hetw('en lhe speech and his decision not to
accept the parliamentary leadership of the Liberal
Party'/
One possibly pertinent facto1· is mentioned:
a telephone call to John Howard. Yet despite
Costello's emphasis on how his legal training
conditioned him to getting the verbatim, he
reports this conversation by way of indirect speech
and generalities.
It is fair to ask whether something tonal or
negatively specific in Howard's 1·esponse made
Costello think. what aJU I doing here? What h e
i s doiiig a t this writing i s his elected duty to his
constituents in Higgins (named for the great
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Irish-born, non-Catholic judge whose Harvester engineers of the crisis; some hacks urgedother
Judgement legally defined Fair-Go Australia taking backs to go easy in their coverage and all hacks
due account of Ren1,m Novarum., first of the papal continued to interview representatives of banks
social justice encyclicals).
and other guilty institutions.
In writing this book Costello (with Coleman)
And suddenly it became nefarious to make a
has rendered the State some service. Too few profit by selling what you do not own. otherwise
active politicians write memoirs with intrinsic described as 'naked short trading', a technique
transformative proposals for the future. What of which if practised outside the market would cause
hacks who criticised him for working on the book ihe Fraud Squad to call.
while still on the publi<: payroll?
No one appeared to remember the elephant
Give him a break At any given time, any - or the dragon - in the room: China and the
number of hacks work on personal projects while possible effect of the withdrawal of its trillions of
on company payrolls. Political hacks in particular dollars in foreign reserve.
may resent books by real insiders which spoil the
President George W Bush, authorising more
market for the quickie books by which they add and more tipper trucks of money for black holes
lustre to their bylines and fizz to their cafeteria of d ebt, did say it was tax-payer money. Blnntly
staples.
what he was doiug, however, was nationalising
To go for a sports metaph
. or, Peter Costello is private debt withont as much as a throwaway Jjne
one of those pl ayers who can seemingly disappear about beneficent market forces embodied in Adam
from the game yet suddenly come back to kick the Smith's concept of'the invisble hand'.
winning goal. A�d fellow backbencher Brendan
lf only the present crisis would destroy this
Nelsnr1 could be the one to assist.
irrational (and Enlightenment) concept. It won't,
Stop Press: Peter Costello's departure for the anymore than the Great Depression did. All hands
World Bank (what timing), conveyed by rny ever to change the deck-chairs on the Good Ship
alert editor, Paul Stenhouse, makes that final Global Economy.
sporting metaphor inept. But Coste.llo is two
Turnbull Ink
years yonnger than Turnbull and everyone loves
a comeback by a heavyweight veteran who has
If ink were water. enough has been spilled over
mixed it with the best overseas.
Malcolm Bligh Turnbull's ascent of the Liberal
Party leadership molehill to replenish the Murray
Nelson Lines
Darling river system. Much of the ink has been
Brendan Nelson is worth more than passing cheapshot when it hasn't been envy green
mentions. His gutsy action in bringing on the
To an extent Turnbull, 53, brought the ink. on
leadership challenge recalls the lines of Montrose, himself with his recall of his short-money and
the 17th century Scottish royalist Presbyterian rented-flat boyhood with his father Brnce, his
whose shock troops were Catholics of true Ulster, mother Coral Lansbury, courteously unmentiuned,
not the gerrymandered later polity:
being a beauty a gifted writer, an academic and
'He either fears his fate too much,
what the English call, 'a bolter'.
'Or his desserts are small,
Turnbull may have been seeking to emulate
'Who fears to put it to the touch
Kevin Rudd's homespun yarn about sleepini;
vro win or lose it all:
in a motor car or Mark Latham's fibro-encased
childhood, all reminiscent of Abe Lincoln's Log
Buck Passing
Cabin or possibly Ned KelJy's slab hut.
Here your correspondent admits to a problem.
There he was on the television screen, a
bespectacled buffer talking about the global Born to extreme privilege in Scotland on his lrish
financial crisis as if it were what insurance faLher and his Hebridean mother's side, noble
companies still call an Act of God, a cyclone, say, both, he admits to difficulty in c:umprehending
or a hurricane. The buffer was Alan Greenspan why so many egalitarian Australians make so much
on whose long watch as skipper of the US Federal of their humble origins.
That said, there is still a degree of interest in
Reserve Bank the market was allowed to go ruad
with avarice disguised as sub-prime mortgages, the coverage ofTnrnbull's family background. His
father died in a plane crash in 1982, his mother
securetised debt et cetcra, et cetera.
No apology from Greenspan. PoliticiallS and. in 1991 Predictably his mother's being a cousin
clerics who get things wrong should he so lucky. of tl1e actress Angela (Brigid) Lan�bury was
Other incongruities abounded: finance institutions mentioned.
Overlooked their relative George Lansbury
were called 'victims' instead of what they were -
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(1859-1940), a pre-eminent (and Catholic)
member of the British Labor Party, founder editor
of The Daily Herald, up-marketed in the Sixties as
The Sun by Hugh Cudlipp and sold as a pup to
Rupert Murdoch who further transformed it into a
monstrously profitable rag
No donbt play will be made of this Labour
connection by those who aver that Turnbull
once had a yen for ALP pre-selection. It may
also modify the effusions of those who put his
conversion to Catholicism down to his marriage
into the Australian-Irish Catholi<' Hughes clan.
Arguably, like many who explore the family
tree, up to and including the Reformation,
Turnbull has returned to the faith of his
ancestors. More ink will undoubtedly be spilt on
him. But fiction rather than facts about his career
as Rhodes Scholar, hack, lawyer and merchant
banker may du more to interpret his character
and his fate.
Whose fiction? His mother's. In the opening
LO the fourth and last of her novels, 7'he Grotto,
dedicated 'For Malcolm: she writes: 'Great lovers
arc monsters of selfishness who break every social
bond and discard all ties of family to live in a
world that reflects nothing bnt the other:
Too much to see this as exculpation for the way
she lefr her nine-year old son? What ahout 1hcse
lines from the novel's end where the heroine
Gwen nurses a child called Bessie?
'The road was still shining from the rain but
the sun was rising and the asphalt began to
steam. Bessie moved sleepily in my arms and I
rocked her gently. Across the road a thin, dark
boy stared at me but I did not speak, aud after
a few moments, lie hunched his shoulders and
walked up towards the greengrocer's shop on the
corner..'
For greengrocer's shop, read Parliament House,
Canberra and realise Malcolm Turnbull has
armoured himself against the paio of maternal
abandonment in what is seen as arrogance. wife
Lucy, family, friends and supporters further
shielding him. Your correspondent is not among
them. He voted against Turnbull in favour of Pat
Shiel a hack yet to rise beyond column inches.

Australian forces. _particularly the military, won
campaigns on their Pat Malone.
Almost as admirable is the ritual evolving
round Rudd as Prime Minister Plenipotentiary.
Po-faced alongside him at the leclern when he
makes a speech is the minister with portfolio
responsible for the subject matter of the speech.
Impressive. But isn't there a minister with
enough larrikin sense of fun to start moving
his lips so that he makes the PMP lool like a
ventriloquist's dummy?
How will Turnbull react to Rudd's PMP
approach? By becoming more presidential
as befits someone who put his money where
his mouth was in support of the .Republic of
Australia.
Truth to tell. Ideology is dead. Both Rudd and
Turnbull are managerialists rather than politicians.
Don't think Labor or Liberal. Think the political
equivalent of Woolworths and Coles. The winner
is the ont\ that deljvers the most at the apparently
cheapest price.

Bully's Pat

The Bulletin is dead, killed to make a more
profitable bottom line. So, too, is its Godfather
I, Sir Frank Packer and iu Godfather ll, Kerry
Packer and their revivalist editor, Donald Horne.
Now the magazine's one and only Godmother.
Patricia Rolfe, is also dead.
Her Requiem Mass was at St Francis Xavier
Church, Lavender Bay, Sydney, Father Edmund
Campion, the celebrant, speaking eloquently of
her talent as a mentor and editor.
On her coffin was laid a copy of The ]0UTT1alistic
]auelin, her history of The 1Jullet£n, her portable
typewriter and her rosary beads. Sentimental? Bur.,
of course - as sentimental as the rosary beads on
the coffin of Jack Cibson, Rugby League Coach of
the Ccntnry.
Or the Irish Guards during World War II when
ordered to make a seaborne landing at Narvik in
an attempt to thwart the '\Ja1.i invasion of Norway.
Their ship hit rocks and was taking water fast.
Their chaplain began the rosary and, steady in
their ranks on deck, the guardsmen joined him,
Baying Rudd
the ship inching to safety in the rhythm of their
Kevin Rudd has set a precedent. [11 a speech prayer. Their beachhead achieved, they deployed.
about the battle of Milne Bay, he defined it as forlorn hope bur. unforgettable. Like Patricia Rolfe
an Australia.o and American victory. Absolutely to all she helped, and they were many, iocluding
correct and admirable in face of a growing your correspondent.
(c) Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2008
tendency among local historians to suggest that
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CURRENT COMMENT

Lamentfor the destruction �fthe spiritual and cultural heritage ef Western man

OMINOUS WESTERN SUNSET
By Giles Auty
little more than a year
ago, while foraging in
• a bookshop in St. Ives,
Sydney, 1 s u
t mbled
upon a book which I
can best describe a�
trying valiantly to attract
my attemion.
Indeed, what led me to that particular
bookshop - which I had never visited
before - on that particnlar day, is a
further part of the mystery.
More to the point, perhaps, is that
the title of the book. 'How the West was
Lo.rt' is a brilliant summary of an idea
with which I am in complete agreemem.
I, too, believe that Western society has
largely lost its way - most evidently,
perhaps, in the decades since I began to
grow up in post-war Britain.
I was also interested to leam that, like
me. the author Alexander Boot had at
some stage written art criucism.
However, unlike me he grew np
iu Russia where he attended Moscow
University and excited the unwelcome
attentions of the KGB before emigrating
to Lhe USA in 1973 only, in his words
�to find that the West he was seeking
was no longer there".
Some 33 years later. Afexander Boot
fleshed out the diMppointment he felt
in a book of 340 pages published by
1.8.Tauris.
ln essence 'How the /¥est was Lost'
is a lament for the destruction of the
priceless spiritual and cultural heritage
of Western man by the seemingly
inexorable onrush of what conld be
described broadly as 'modernism· but
which in Boot's terms, at least, is a
process which began in the 18th century
with the Enlightenment.
For the sake of hrevity, Boot
abbreviates Western man to Westman
and Modern man to Modman.
Like some other readers, social
historians may object to the apparent
inexa<..titude of such terms. However, for

those willing to hnnt for absolute gems
in occasional thickets of prolixity, Boot
generally comes up with concise and
credible distinctions. Thus what for him
distinguishes 'Westman' society - which
he sees as endangered and more or
less extinct - from 'Modman' society, is
adrnowle<lgement of the existence and
importance of the human soul which
he describes succinctly as "man's inner
metaphysical self".
Unlike Boot's trenchant offering,
many co11temporary books which attempt
to deal with the human condition do so
with little regard for history or the kind
of simple cornmonsense people once
brought to their problems.
Today, one of the few genuinely
funny sights on Australian television
often features the summoning of

Never Abandon Hope

HEN Mary Magdalen came to
the grave and did not find the
W
Lord's body, she imagined that it had

been taken away and went to tell the
disciples. They came, looked, and
believed that it actually had happened
as Magdalen told them. The gospel
account continues: 'The disciples.
therefore. went away again to their
home. But Mary remained standing
at the tomb. weeping.' At this point
we must stop and reflect upon the
ardent love in the heart of this woman
who would not leave the Lord's grave
even a fter his own disciples had
gone away. She continued seeking
him whom she could not find; in
tears she kept searching; and, afire
with love, she yearned for him whom
she believed had been removed.
Thus it happened that she alone
saw him. she who had remained
behind to seek him. simply because
a truly good act Involves the virtue of
perseverance. For the lips of Truth
itself have said: 'He who perseveres
to the end, he shall be saved.'
- Pope St Gregory the Great
{590-604 AOJ Homily 25
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academic 'experts' to comment on the
findings of recent sociological research
which 'proves' at great el!.pense a findiug
our grandmothers could have forecast
with utter certainty.
For example, do tiny infants who
are farmed out to the care of others so that their mothers can rush back
to their 'important' johs - suffer more
subsequent psychological problems than
children raised full-time in secure home
environments?
The answer to such a question ought
to he obvious even to a nincompoop but
often contemporary social research will
see its findings 'massaged' vigorously
t o fall into line with modish social
orthodoxies - in this particular case that
of fe!Jlinism - which seek the status of
'uuquestionahJe' truth.
Refreshingly, Alexander Boot jumps
into such 'forbidden' areas with both
feet. His book is consistently original
and outspoken and informed by an
underlying - and understandable
- hatred of totalitarian systems. In
Australia, it would almost certainly never
have fonnd a pnblisher because here
much 'serious' pnblishing is controlled
by Australian universities where Karl
Marx, rather than Jesus, tends to be
revered as the 'saviour' of humanity.
To its great c:redit 'How the /#.rt
war Lo.rt'tacldes most of the problems
inherent in our attempts to live in
'modern' Western society. Here, for
example, the author deals with the
familiar phenomenon of'rationalism':
"When the mind begins to act a�
the principal conduit of Cod or, more
perilously, his judge, religion has no
chance of surviving as a social force.
For while it can withstand enquiry
it cannot survive vulgarisation. And
the mind with its verbal tools always
becomes vulgar when it oven-eachf's.
If someone had never heard a Bacb
fugue. no amount of commentary will
ever approach the effect the music
would have in its normal context. Even

something as trivial as, say, the taste
of avocado is inexplicable in words.
Anyone trying to apply words to the
task of explaining either the fugue or
the fruit, first having sampled them
properly, wiil see how vul gar language
can become out of its natural sphere.
It is logical that the most complex
feeliog of all, faith. should suffer from
excessive reasoning to the greatest
extent".
And here he has a few words to say
on "Darwinism":
"A man and his bull terrier have
kidneys and a urinary tract and so
both are capable of passing urine
onto the wall of a nearby buildi_ng.
The totalitarian scientist ootes the
s.imilari ry and leaves it at tha1., ignoring
the salicm difference; Fido can only
irrigate the building, his owner can
also design it. Against the back. gro und
of this undeniable fact, the atavisms
dug up as proof of man's descent from
lower organisms serve exactly the
opposite purpose. The trite similarities
emphasise the sublime differe nce.
much as darkness makes l ight seem
brighter''.
The imaginative vigonr of the author's
prose attacks contemporary complacency
at its roots. Alexauder Boot was once an
art critic and his loss to an increasingly
pusillanimous and conformist profession
is confirmed amply by paragraphs such
as the following:
"Until the 19th century it had
been universally accepted that looking
for truth was the real purpo�e of an.
Because of that, traditional forms had
a liberating rather than constricting
effect. The artist could take the
canonical foundation of his art as
a given and concemrate instead on
tl,e higher goal. As long as troth did
emerge. it did not matter 10 the artist
whether he was the first to uncover it
or the thousandth. Westman did not
see life as a race, and he was free of
the l,ubristic desire to be original at
any <.-ost"
The author rips into modern society
with joyous abandon. Here he makes
a telling and very apposite analogy
between fruit and vegetables an? the art
we consume:
"A useful parallel can be drawn
with fruit and vegetables over the last
half-century. Victorious Modme11 have
decreed that most produce should he
available to most people throughout
the year, irrespective of seasons.
And so it is, except to achieve that
goal Mod men have had to sacrifice

T

Farewel l i ng
the Holy Wate r Stoup

HE minute inquisition carried out by the authorities after the quashing
of the rebellion into the present whereabouts of the altar-stones and
holy-water stoups is a testmony to their awareness of the imaginative
potency of such sacred objects. as is, in a different way, the account of
Roland Hinxson, churchwarden of Sedgefield, who hid the holy-water
stoup in a midden on the collapse of the rebellion, covering it with straw
and bidding it farewell with "Dominus Vobiscum''.
- The Stripping of the Altars: Traditional religion in England 1400-1580, Eamon Duffy, Yale
University Press, 1992 p.584.
everything that used to make produ<.-e
were reproduced in The Sydney Morning
worth eating: taste. fragrance, texture,
Herald, rather than in this magazine,
nuuiti\'e value. Such a fate has befalle11
how many readers would begin to
an as well, an d for the same reason,
un derstand the sentiment expressed i n
but Modmcn do not mind. They have
the follow ing paragraph, let alone agree
little taste anyway, so it is no hardship
with it:
to them to munch what passes for
"The pre-Enlightenment system
food, while listening with a half-ear to
of thought mentioned earlier is based
what passes for music".
on the belief that most things iu life
I sense that reading certain sections
are reducible to the underlying moral
of 'How the West was Lost' may even
choice, which is moscly intuitive and
has little IO do with a rational weighing
cause some readers to cheer out loud.
of pros and cons. 1fos system is quite a
Try this: "That 'all men are created equal'
ve�atile too� lending itself to thinking
is, se!f-euidently, rather the opposite eftnuh.
on such diver�e subjects as music,
All men are created unequal physically,
li1craturc, painting, education, politics,
mrellectually, morally, soaaUy '�
philosophy, foreign policy, history.
Or this:
architecture, theology. That the same
�rt is questionable whether the term
system of thought can be applied, in
'rights' has any serious discourse on
however a rudimentary way, to all
political matters. Today we are served
these fields should mean that they have
up any number of rights, to marriage.
an element on which they overlap.
education, health, development of
And so they have: they are all glints
personality, leisurc- lime, orgasm&.
on various facets of moral choice. The
warm and loving family or - barring
facecs refract moral choice, distorting it
that - warm and loving social services.
and sometimes ob�curing its presence
employment, paternity leave and so
at the core of eve1-ything that happens
forth. These 'rights· are manifestly
in the world. But it is there all right,
bogus as they fail the test of not
shining tlirough''.
presupposing a (·oncomitant obligation
Having grown up in the former
on somebody else·s part".
Soviet Union, Boot is no strauger to the
One of the major problems facing numbing horror and spiritual emptiness
contemporary Australians is that so of life under communist regimes.
many of the stimuli we receive actively
Indeed, it is probably this precise
discourage. rather than cn(:ourage factor which makes him unusually
independent tl1 in king of any kind. qualified to undei-stand how - with so
Almost all of our television and an much apparently in its favour - Western
alarmingly high percentage.' of our society seems so wilfully i ntent on
printed m.edia favour ephemeral fashions destroying its long-established sp iritual
of thinking in the most abject of ways.
and moral fonndations.
Wl1en this factor is allied to 0111·
G 1 u:s AL!T\' wa, born in 1he UK and trained
geographical isolation and a growing
privately as a pai111cr. He worked profe.. ionally as
national ignorance of the history of the an anist for 20 years. Publication of his 71ze Art of
rest of the world, we have a promising Se!f Deception swung his r.arecr 1ow:,rds criticism.
formula for national moral and He was an critic for Tiu Sp«ta/01· from 1984 to
J 995 when he became national co,·,·cs p ondent
intellectual collapse. For example, if the for T/ie Austro.lian. He now devotes himself to his
following paragraph from Boot's book original Jove - painting.
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PERSECUTED CHURCH

Kidnapped Catholic girls are.forced to convert and marry Muslims

PLIGHT OF CATHOLICS
IN PAKISTAN
By Qaiser Felix

T

HERE are slim hopes for the return home of the two Catholic girls
kidnapped by a group of Muslims on June 26 from Chowk Munda
village in Punjab. According to the defence attorney, the situation is
more complicated for the older of the two sisters, Saba Younas, who was
forced to convert to Islam and marry a young Muslim the day after she
was kidnapped.
On August 6 the judge Malak Saeed Ejaz of Multan Bench of Lahore
High Court ordered the medical examination of Saha Younas to ascertain
her age. The medical report concluded that the girl is 16 to 17 years old
and had reached puberty despite the fact that her Catholic birth certificate
plainly states she is 13.
'After the medical report the chances of Saba's return are less: family
lawyer Rashid Rehman says, 'because a 16 to 17 years old girl has reached
puberty and "is ahle" to get rnaITied'. Rehman noted another unfavourable
factor was that on being questioned, the girl stated in the court that she is
17 years old and had 'converted to Islam and got married of her own will'.
If hopes for the older sister are virtually non-existent, the battle to
free the younger of the two, 10-year-old Anila, continues. What's more,
the return of Anila couJd persuade Saha to change her mind, on finding
herself alone in a family she is not part of. According to the girl's uncle,
Khalid Raheel, Sbaba was 'pressured and threatened' into given false
testimony and he says that he has documents proving that 'she is only 13'.
The family's lawyers announce that the court hearings have ended;
the sentence is set for Tuesday September 9th. Until that moment both
sisters must remain in the women's shelter where they were brought al
the beginning of AugusL, under the judge's orders. 'If there is no positive
outcome,' announces Rashid Rehman, 'we will appeal to Pakistan's
Supreme Court'.
- Source: AsiaNews
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REVIEW

The Role ofthe Catholic Family in the Healing ofHurlS

THE RECONCILER
Revietoed by DENNIS
HIS book and its
subject have already
been highlighted in the
Annals- and deservedly
so. Though details of
the story are by this
tiu1e well known, it
remains, and will remain. somethlng to
reflect on. It is an inspiring account of
what one man can achieve in promoting
peace in the world against formidable
opposition and misunderstanding. ll is a
healing of hmts on an international scale.
'But it is not merely an account of the
things Father 'Ibny Glynn did 'ou1 there,'
the author takes us through his personal
development and struggles as well.
The Marist Fathers decided to send
missionaries to Japan shortly after the
war in the Pacific when memories of
atrocities committed by the Japanese
military were still very much alive in
Australia, not mer"'IY as past history
in books. but as a rankling memory in
many ex-soldiers and famiJies who had
lost loved ones. One of the Marists, f'r
Marsden, bad been an army chaplain in
the war and had suffered in a Japanese
prisonl'r-of-war camp. Nevertheless, he
felt called to go to Japan as a missionary.
Chapter 1liree gives former information
aboul him.
In 1952, Fr Tony Glynn followed him
to Japan and at a later date his hrother,
Paul Glynn, the author of the book,
joined them. Since thc details of the
extraordinary story arc already available
in the Annals, I will simply reflect here
on what appears to me to be its basic
lesson.
On gelling to know the Japanese
personally, Tony and the other Marists
not only ministered to them as priests
but accepted them as friends. This
experience convinced Tony that he had
to work towards reconciliation between
Australia and Japan.
The argument he used with
ex-soldierR and others was simple: there

MURPHY

MSC

Like a Samurai - The Tony Glynn Story
by Paul Glynn, SM, Hunters Hill: Marist
Fathers Books, 2008, pp. 185.

was no benefit for them in keeping alive
bitterness about past wrongs; in this
way they were only making themselves
unhappy; they had to Joolc. to the future;
they had to help build up a better world
for their children to live in; and to do
this practical steps towards reconciliation
had to be taken.
One of the practical steJ>S Tony
thonght of was to ask those who had
taken samurai swords from both dead
and live Japanese to return them to the
families concerned as a gesture towards
building up a more human world.
Against all odds, his efforts were largely
successful.
When I first read this book, I have to
admit that I skimmed quickly over the
first four chapters, which were mainly
about the family and its ancestors.
Thi� was something I later corrected. I

spent a bit more time on the next three
chapters because they touched on people
and places I was familiar with: Chapter
Five oo Father Woodbury, the 'Doc';
Chapter Six on the Marist Semjnary in
Toongabbie; and finally Chapter Seven
on fr Lionel Marsden, plus mention of
Fulton Sheen and some Trappist monks
- Thomas Merton for one - who had
influenced 'lbny.
One thing especially attracted me in
these last mentioned three chapters� 1
found it a relief to come across an aulhor
who did not feel compelled to look hack
in anger at his novitiate and seminary
days; he could accept limitations in the
formation received but at the same time
be grateful for the good he had obtained
from it. His memories were mainly happy
memories. In this l found a certain
resemblance betwe("n the reconciler
Tony and his brother who was writing
about him.
'Though I read rather quickly. this
first part of the book did prepare
me more for the following twenty

CATHOLIC LEI\RMING IN THE LIBERAL ARTS
.,....camptoo..adu..au
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Justice tinged
with Mercy

R

ACROSS Cl.UF;s
I & 9. Fi�h book of the Nt'w Testau,cm (4,2,3,8)
6. Smoking accessory (4)
8. Pickpocket (5)
9. Sec I across
11. To teccive hy succcssion (7)
12. Examine closely (7)
13. Polio =�i.ne (5)
15. Port in 1he Netherlands (9)
17. AJ>parcntly believable (9)
20. Young military 1rainee (5)
22 Pr.nro11al libcny (7)
24. A ,mall roundish boat made of wa,c,,.,roof
hides (7)
26. Early disciple. martyr and Bishop of
Antioch (8)
27. !coo (5)
28. Egyptian goddess; local uame for the river
Thames atoxford (4)
29. An authoritative regulatioo, de=e or low (9)
DOWN CLUES
I. Ad:ue,-es or fulfils (a cask, goal. ecc) (?)
2. Put of the lei; (5)
3. Contributions to the funds of a ...,Jigious
organisation (9)
4. Jletmy,,r (7)
5. A �'011cci1ed boa,tlul person (7)
chapters wriuen about Tooy Glynn"s
lite as a paiish priest in Japan and as an
i nternational reconciler. Like all of us,
he had his limitations, but lie cerlainly
was not imprisoned by them. Later in
life, through the charisinatic movement,
he t>xperienced a great deepening of his
faith which brought the reconcilialion
111: had achievf'd between nations to full
frui1ion iu his own ht-art. Paul Glynn
quotes his brother's moving a('counr of
this on pages 136-1-.I.
After finishing the book. the
significance of the first three chapters
I had skimmed through came home to

6.
Z
I0.
14.
I6.
17.
18.
19.
21.
23.
25.

Na=w tracks (5)
Made-1,elicve (9)
forward end of a ship (4)
Va,nc given tO James and John by Jesu,: a
fiery preacher with a powerful voice (9)
A short journey; an outing (9)
Pant (4)
A voung Icalia11 child (i)
Pardoned; exempted (?)
Cannelitc saint. known as '1lte Lltlle
Flower• (7)
Busine1s transactions (5)
A flexible length of met.'11 link.<(,',)
SOLUTION 1U NO. 59

ICHARD Cumberland
tells
also
us
of
[Bentley's] sending away a
man who had been caught
stealing his plate, with the
advice to take a more honest
occupation. ·Harkee, fellow,
thou see'st the trade which
thou hast taken up is an
unprofitable trade, therefore
get thee gone, lay aside
an occupation by which
thou canst gain nothing
but a halter.' To those who
urged him to prosecute
the thief he said: 'Why tell
the man he is a thief? He
knows that well enough
without thy information.'
The man was penitent, and
the master bade him go his
ways and never steal again.
It is not every day that a
great scholar bears out his
scholarly critics with such
a practical example of his
sanity and good sense. 1t
was in these years - to be
precise, in 1739, when he
was seventy-seven.
- R.J.White, Or. Bentley· A study ,n
Eyre & Spottiswood, London,
1965, p.98. Or Bentley was the eccentric.
dictatorial and often over-beanng Master
of Holy Trinity College, Cambridge.
His sav,ng grace was his undoubted
scholarship, and a strong sense of
fair play.
Scarlet,

© llnan O'Neill 200:me: l read them again. this time more
attentively_ l rcalize<l that 'lony's family,
including the extendt·d family. was the
seed ground for all that followed. There
were some 'black sheep' of cour�c; but
tht• Catholic faith of the family comes
across as almost tangible. There are still
exemplary Catholic families like that in
the worlcl. hur what a different world
they li,·e in!
Because of this roundabou1 way of
reading the hook, a final thought l took
a,\ ay with me was the crucial role of
Catholic families today in a world where
faith is growing dim in an environment
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largely hostile to it. We give much time
and effort to the formation of priests and
religious; it is disproportionate compared
with the help given to families. Yet the
role they have to play today is basic not
only for the Catholic Church, but, in a
growing way, for humaniry itsclf.
This is a book well worth reading.
Paul Glynn is an accomplished writer and
keeps the story flowing. Furthermore,
Like a Samurai will be a good addition
to any school library as well as a good
source for faith education. All profits
from the sales go to the third world for
educational and medical help.

A

ftequently heard ar�ment against the
instituti()1lal Church runs asfallows: in
order tofulfil! the most imporiant
concern. o/the Church, Love of neighbor,
it is not necessary to belong to the
inrtitutionai Church. How can this he

0

a.n.rwered?

NE WOULD have
to ask first what is
understood
here
by love of neighbor. If, for
example, I believe that the
most magnificent and radical
act of love of neighbor is not
simply to provide food and
clothing but rather to see
to it that the absolute and
incomprehensible God takes
this person into his own
inner life; if, in ocher words,
I consider the bringing of the
good news the highest act of
human love, then it is obvious
how such a broad notion
of love of neighbor
automatically leads into the
realm of the Church.
Persons who love themselvc�
in God, who see themselves
as not just biological living
things, which, although a little
crazier than "rRtional animals;'
are destined like everything
else in the world to end in
nothingness, these persons, I
say, who respect and love the
other as someone addressed by
the message of eternal life, they
have already establ ished the
foundation for the Church.
A private love of neighbor

WE NEED

THE CHURCH
... is no full and total love at all. As an old man, I
belong to an individualistic epoch in the history
of ideas. I wonder, however, how it is that a slogan
Jjkc "socialism" can be so plausible to the younger
general.ion when in their relation to the Church
they remain critical individualists.

Something here clearl y does
not quite fit together.
Let me add an example from
my own life. Most of you surely
know Roger Garaudy, the
former "chief ideologist" of the
French Communist party. Later,
as I understand it, he was
thrown out of the party.
I met him once at
Ch.iemsee where we discussed
the possibility of founding a
journal for dialogue between
Christians and Marxists. I
said that I had nothing against
it; he agreed but added that
he would have to consult the
central administration of his
party.
At the lime I woudered
Catholic
what
typical
theologian Loday. wanting to
be enlii;hteoed, liberal, and
critical in regard to the Church,
would say that he would first
have to ask his bishop. He
would consich:r such a thing
as beneath his dignity as a free
and critical hwnan being.
Caraudy, on the other hand,
did not feel that at all, because
as a socialist he understood
the social implications of even
the smallest questions and
decisions.
- KARL RAHN£R, Faith in a Winlr!J

Stason,Con=s,uion.r and lntervi4!N with
Ka1•l &lmer in lhe Last Days ef his LJfi,

Crossroad, Kew York, 199! p.147-148.

(Cbiemsee is a resort in Bavaria,
Germany, on the we&1ern side of the

Chiemscc Lake. &I.)
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Eagle Eye

MOVIES

Mysterious calls from an unknown
By JAMES MURilAY
woman throw drop-out, Jerry Shaw
(Shia LeBoeuf). together with mother
of-one Rachel Holloman (Michelle
Monaghan). Hair-raising adventure Carter, editor Vanit.y Fair) Jeff Bridges
is then piled on bald improbability, cuts his performance close to the bone
he seeking to discover the fate of his - the hambone. Close to the bone in
another sense are scenes involving a
identical twin brother, Ethan, a US Air
transexual stripper.
Force officer, she to save her son. a
This is male version of the recent
cornetist scheduled to play before the
hit, The Dt!Uil TI-ears P-rada. OK, a funny
US President.
romantic comedy. But also the kind of
'Big Brother is watching you' has
movie that assumes it can be irreverent
passed into the language from George
about the serious through its send-op
Orwell's 1984. Following him Stauley
Mother Teresa bio-pic yet expect
Kubrick in 2001: A Space Odyssey
audiences to take seriously a cliche
gave us HAL, a master computer gone
ending dipped in stale schmaltz.
bonkers. Here director DJ Caruso and
M**NFFV
writers Dan McDrmolt, John Glenn,
Travis Adam Wright and Hilary Seitz,
The Duchess
possibly reacting to feminist pressure,
The eponymous aristo is Georgiana,
give us Big Sister whose wicked
omniscience leaves Big Brother and Duchess of Devonshire (Keira
Knightley) who. married to the Duke
HAL looking wil.lessly obsolete.
LeBoeuf and Monaghan display of Devonshire (Ralph Fiennes), cut a
actor heroism above and beyond sparkling swathe through 18th century
hokum. Playing secret agents Billy Bob politics, hob-nobbing with the the
Thornton and Rosario Dawson try to likes of the prototypical liberal. Charles
keep up. One of the credited producer is James Fox. and the playwright, James
Sheridan.
Stephen Spielberg but the spirit of Jerry
In this tranche of history. sliced by
Bruckheimer is in the multiple vehicle
director Saul Dibb and writers Amanda
chases and crashes which among other
Foreman (book) and Jeffrey Hatcher
vehicles involve a Porsche Cayenne and
(script), no sign of Pitt the Younger
pilotless drone aircnft.
or the Prince Regent who standiug in
As noted, baldly improbable but only
for mad King George III dominated
until your cranky PC informs you: ·A
political and social life.
fatal error has been committed at --� aod
Nor indeed any indication of the
you wonder, what did I do except rush
source of the Devonshire wealth.
to meet a deadljne?
Originally Cavendishes, they were
M***NFFV
Vlll's
beneficiaries
of Henry
privatisation
of
the
Catholic
Church's
How to Lose Friends and
community property much as latte.rday
Alienate People
billionaires have been of tax-payer
Director Robert Weide and writer property in the former Soviet Union:
Straughao take liberties with Toby flood-down as distincl from trickle
Young's book about hacking for Vanity down economics.
Fair magazine in New York. Their first
There is, however, enough marital
liberty is casting Simon Pegg in the lead and child hearing drama in the
role of Sidney Yoong alias Clark Baxter, Devonshires for a score of soap operas.
mock-Cockney determined to worm his Knightley comes on like a delicate
way into the core of the Big Apple
figurine spun not frow porcelain but
.Pegg's playing is too twicish to be rapier steel. Fiennes has tbe dyspeptic
plausible, unbalancing the performances air of a snap-frozen cod. Between them
of Danny Huston as a rival and Kirsten lurks Lady Elizabeth Foster (Hayley
Dunst as the romantic iuterest. Young Atwell), tht> duchess's friend, the duke's
doesn't intitally rate since he is besotted mistress and subsequently, on the death
by Sophie Maes (Megan Fox) star of a of Georgiana. his second duchess.
Charlotte Rampling makes an efectjve
send up bio-pic about Mother Teresa.
As Clayton Harding (read Graydon appearance as Georgiana's mother, Lady
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Spencer. Not the Marks and Spencer
Spencers but the ones who produced
Diana. Princess of Wales, another victim
of dynastic marriage.
The BBC is credited as a co-producer.
Never has its costume department
shown to more splendid advantage.
Knightley wears the costumes and the
wigs as if she'd never heard of mini
skirts, cueing Fiennes into one of the
funniest lines in historical drama: 'Put
out my wife's hair.'

M****NFFV

My Blueberry Nights
Director Wong Kar Wai's romantic
comedy has real locations all across
America including Memphis, Tennessee.
And there lies the clue to its aesthetic
locatiou: Tennessee Williams-land
where in his shadowy diner Englishman
Jeremy (Jude Law) meets Elizabeth
(Norah Jones) and begins the cure of
her broken heart wilh a piece of the
eponymous pie.
Elizabeth's travels as a waitress
enable Wong, and his co-writer
Lawrence Block, to explore W illiams
land including a bar. again shadowy,
where Aruie (David Strathairn) a cop
drinks to forget his unfaithful wife Sue
Lynne. She is played by Rachel Weisz
in smouldering form. Accordingly Arnie
has to visit lhe bottom of a lot of whisky
glasses before a crash ends his gloom. A
nondescript sedan but also A Street Car
Named Desire
Neon glitter dispells the shadows in
Las Vegas where Elizabeth meets Leslie
(Natalie Purtman), a gamb.ler who
certainly has no sleeves to conceal aces.
The meeting enables Elizabeth to travel
back to the diner and Jeremy.
Jones, a singer, making her movie
debnt. has a lively charm. Wong tricks
out the movie with dramatic captions.
But all the shadows make for woeful
sluggishness. The main amusement
is listening to Law, iu flight from
his cockney Alfie character. essay a
Manchester accent but keep sliding back
to Saf (South) London as if auditioning
for a role in The Bill
F

M***NFV

The Women
Writer/ director Diane English
refashions the corruscating original hy
Claire Boothe Luce to provide a cosy
vehicJe abOLlt best friends: homebody

Mary Haioes (Meg Ryan) and magazine
appears to derive from his belief that
editor Sylvie Fowler (Annette Bening).
the nature of violence changed witlt the
Official
The movie is not without a high
ascendancy of Adolf Hitler and that he
Classifications key
laughter quotient given a cast that also
can realise it on screen.
G: for general exhibition; PG:
includes Debra Messing, Jada Pinkett
True for Haneke perhaps, many of
Smith, Cloris Leachman, Bette Midler,
whose Austrian kinsfolk were complicit
parental guidance recommended
Carrie Fisher, Barbara Delacorte and
in Hitlerian violence with the Germans.
for persons under 15 years;
Candice Bergen.
It
is not true for those, including heroic
M 15+: recommended for
Their characters inter weave with
Austrians and Germans, who opposed
mature audiences 15 years and
Haines as she deals with her unseen
that violence with their lives.
over;
MA 15+: restrictions apply
husband having an a/faire with Crystall
Haneke's belief and work lies along
to persons under the age of I 5;
Allen (Eva Mendes, carrying all
the same parallel of guilt projection as
before her) while Fowler faces career
the German playwright RolfHochhoth's
R 18+: Restricted to adults,
challenges.
The Represmtatfoe. This sought to
18 years and over.
It must be added that Diane English
scapegoat Pius XU for the Holocaust,
an attempt reinforced in Hitler's Pope
has more front than Craumann's
Annals supplementary
by John Cornwell who more recently
Chinese Theatre. Her work is less a
advice
bas admitted uncertainty about his
remake than a travesty of the previons
thesis, an admission that may owe
movie version (director George Cukor,
SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing;
something to evidence that Ilochhuth
co-script writer Anita Loos, and a
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
was influenced by Stasi disinformation
cast that included: Joan Crawford,
documents.
Moira Shearer, Rosalind Russell, Joan
Cheadle's performance is remarkably
MA15+*NFFV
Fontaine, Marjoire Main, Ruth Hussey,
controlled and ambivalent. Pearce
Virginia Grey and Hedda Hopper).
Journey to the Centre
Only Annette Benning could live in defines resolute puzzlement where all
of the Earth
such company and possibly Leachman the evidence points one way bul instinct
in tbe housekeeper part played by tells him he is in a classic wilderness of
Even Jules Verne, who wrote the
Marjorie Main (before she wern on to mirrors through which the veteram CIA original, might have been lost in
contractor Carter (Jeff Daniels) knows admiration al the 3D special effects in
immortailty as Ma Kettle).
English adds to her front by lhe path. Nachmananoff conceals his this totally digital movie version of his
providing a sustained product violent denouement behind a douhle novel.
placement for Macy's Fifth Avenue store. bluff of live or die.
As it is, director Eric Brevig has
M****NFFV difficulty in getting the stalwart Brendan
Modern authors have acquired moral
rights in their work. These should be
Fraser, playing visionary scientist Trevor
Funny Games
applied retrospectively to prevent the
Anderson, to deploy enough gasps,
maltreatment of classics like The Women.
Deceptive title for a co ldly repellent ouches and grimaces to match the
PG***SFFV thriller written and directed from his shock-horror of a jonrney starting in
German original by Michael Haneke. It Iceland's volcanic region and ending in
Traitor
opens idyllically: Anna (Naomi Watts), ... but that would be to spoil Lhe seismic
George
(Tim Roth) and Georgie (Devon climax.
Opens explosively. The blast drives
Anderson's travelling companions
Gearhart)
driving to their holiday home
Samir Horn (Don Cheadle) from
arc l1is nephew Sean (Josh Hutcherson)
boyhood in Yemen to life in the United for a summer of golf and sailing.
Grand opera soars from the car's aud a beauliful local guide Hannah
States. There he professes to be a devout
Muslim, his area of expertise, military sound system, then a blast of heavy (Anita Briem). Worth a detour round
explosives. After returning to the Middle metal music presaging entrapment by a your art-house cinema to your local
East to traffic such explosives, he goes brace of psychopaths Paul (Michael Pitt) multiplex.
PG****SFFV
to prison where he joins a vinlent gang and Peter (Brady Corbett).
Haneke has Pitt and Corbett. dressed
and has lO prove himself.
The Tender Hook
When their escape is engineered. he in tennis whites plus white cotton
goes along with I.hem, journeying by gloves, go about their murderous
All credit, if not quite an Oscar, to
way of London and Nice deeper into a business with ruthless polileness. Watts, writer/director Jonathan Ogilvie for
major terrorist plot to which FBI agent up against monsters less benign than essaying a a vision of Sydney that does
Roy Clayton (Guy Pearce) seeks the key. King Kong, shades her performance not focus on its Western Suburbs.
Writer/directnr Jeffrey Nachmananoff from bravery to despair. Roth epitomises Instead, using Melhourne locations, he
has rung the changes on what is now a helpless doggedness and Gearharl is cre ates a highly stylised l 920s city, a
the standard terrorist thriller. His asked too much for such a yonng actor.
city of sly grog, jazz and a sinister Rolls
Muslims arc not all as devout as Horn,
The movie's fault, therefore, is not Royce gliding through mist.
his value to them is his expertise. which with the players; it is with Ilaneke's
He uses colorised archival footage
inclndes the manufactore of suicide wink-winlc attempt to have the to convincing effect, the unfinished
bomber vests.
audiencec empathise in the action. This harbonr bridge looming throughout
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the action. But it takes all of Hugo
Weaving's considerable talent to carry
off the character ofMcHeath - a ruthless
gangster who croons anachronistic
Leonard Cohen and Bob Dylan songs
in a hoxing ring, prelude to a bout: An
(Matt Le Nevez) versus the Aboriginal
boxer Alby (Luke Carroll).
Rose Byrne, whose exquisite beaoty
tends to affect appreciation of her
acting skills, is Iris, McHeath's mistress
attracted to Art.
Initially Byrne presents as a gangland
Joliet. Subsequently, aided by her friend
Daisy (Pia Miranda) and McHeath's
henchmen Ronnie and Donnie (John
Batchelor and 'fyler Coppin), she takes
on aspecls of Lady Macbeth (or local
legend Tilly Devine).
Overloaded'? Absolutely. McHeath,
you see, is an Englishman destined
to dominate until overthrown by
the dinkurn lris. Perhaps only a
New Zealander like Ogilvie could
see Australia for what it truly is: a
matriarchy. Roll on President Germaine
Greer.
M***NFFV

Waltz with Bashir
The Bashir of rhe title was the
extraordinarilly charismatic Christian
Lebanese leader, Bashir Gemayat who,
elected President of Lebanon in 1982,
was killed in East Beirut by a massive
explosive charge.
The assassination created a dark
mood of vengeance explored by writer/
producer/director Ari Folman. His is a
murky, shifting memory piece in which
he uses animation by the Bridgit Fol.man
Film Gang. With this he combines the
voices of interviewees who served with
the Israel Defence Force at the time.
The combination makes for a
powerful exploration of the massacres in
the Sabra and Shatila camps, shclterinii;
Palestinian refugees and, as was thought,
guerillas.
In the action Israel was complicit,
its defence force providing illumination
rouods aulhorised by then Minister of
Defonce, Ariel Sharon. Adjudged guiky
by an inquiry, he was dismissed. Twenty
years later he became Prime Ministe1· of
Israel and served until hospitalised after
a stroke and at this writing is in a coma.
Folman 's own military service
means that he brings to the work an
understanding of what can happen

when the fog of war is thickened by the
gore of vengeance.
MA15+***NFF'V

Bonneville

Not the salt-flat racing strip of that
name but a vehicle like a bedstead
painted red on which wheels have
Not Quite Hollywood
replaced brass knobs, possibly some
Formidable editing skills have gone
type of queen-size Pontiac. In any case,
into the crafting of Mark Bartley's
it becomes the hearse in which Arvilla
documentary about local exploitation
Holden (Jessica Lang) accompanied
movies. He intercuts talking heads with
by Margene Cunningham (Kathy
excerpts from tbese movies - everything
Bates) and Carol Brimm (Joan Allen)
from Alvin Purp le via Stone to The
carry Arvilla's husband's ashes across
Adventures of JJarr_y McKenzie (based
America.
on the Private Eye comic strip Barrie
Their destination is a funeral
Humphries co-created with Nicholas
parlour service arranged by his grasping
Garland).
daughter Francine Holden Packard
Above all the talking heads looms
(perhaps an in-joke for petrol-heads but
American director Quentin Tarantino.
This guy is not simply a movic buff, definitely played by Christine Baranski
he is into a Tcalm of total ratbaggery, at her most haughly).
Splendid cast which also i11clu<les
finding merit even in works that were
the
durable Tom Skenin as truck.-driver
less movies than R-ratcd celluloid tax
Emmett
L Johnson, there to romance
breaks.
the
ladies
after their brief. tyre-changing
These mocked lhe estimable purpose
encoun1er
with Bo (Victor Rasuka). You
of Phillip Adams, Peter Coleman and
Barry Jones who secured government win Trivial Pursuit points if you find this
funding for what was supposed to be scenario reminiscent of a more. genteel
a renaissance of the Australian film Thelma and Louise (1991), starring
Susan Sarandon and Geena Davis.
industry.
The script by Daniel D Davis,
Never in film history have so many
based
on a story by him and director
mummers doffed so many clothes to
Christopher
N Rowley means that the
pay off so few mortgages. The genre
died of its own inanity and the Jaw players appear to be battling chronic
of diminishing returns. Its legacy is fatigue syndnrome or simply the weight
two-fold: the reluctance of present of meir shining, Forest Lawn, tombstone
day cinema-goers co watch Australian teeth.
PG***SFFV
movies; the private porn-industry.
Essentially the documentary is for
The Sisterhood of the
those who want to be reminded of
Travelling Pants 2
the worst movies they have ever seen
in the category botched and dehauclzed;
Older but not wiser, Tibby (Amber
allernatively it is for those who have a Tamblyn), Carmen (America Ferrera),
masochistic urge to sample movies they Bridget (Blake Lively) and Lena (Alex.is
were lud.y to miss first rime round.
Bledel) reunite for summer holidays
MAIS..-**NrFV linked by the pams - embroidered
jeans.
Director
Sanaa
Hamri
and
scriptwriter Elizabeth Chandler ensure
o.n equitable share of locations and
rumantic adventures: Tibby wraps
as film project in New York, Bridget
travels to an archeological dig in
Turkey, Lena, to an ancestral Greek
island. But it is Carmen who scores the
movie's sto.nd-ont scenes starring in a
Vermont barn theatre produ ction of
Romeo a11d Juliet. the director played by
Kyle MacLachlao to the outer limits of
feyness.
Fluff but fluff so charming that perish the thought - it could nm to 70
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parts and end with the quartet racing
each other on Zimmer frames.
M***N.FFV

Angus, Thongs and
Perfect Snogging
Producer/director Gu1inder Chadha's
teen-age comedy is based on the first
two books of a best-selling series by
Louise Rennison. To transform them
Chadha worked on the film script with
Paul Mayeda Berges (her husband), Will
McRobb and Chris Viscardi.
The resnlt is England's St Trinian's
crossed w.itb any number of American
High School movies. Georgia Nicholson
(Georgia Cronme) is sustained in her
romantic aims by her friends Jas (
Eleanor 1bomlinson), Rosie (Georgia
Henshaw) and Ellen (Manjeevan
Grewal).
Angus? He is Georgia's pet, a cross
between Scottish wildcat and English
moggie, who gives Chadha and her
team a movie first: cat chases dog while
owner chases boyfriend .Robbie (Aaron
Johnson).
From the opening sequence of
Georgia, costumed as an oljve, trotting
along a beachside promenade Lo a
fancy-dress party, Chadha maintains
a breathlessly funny pace, broken
here and there by discomfiture at the
precocity of her characters.
The Eastbourne and Brighton
locations are so spiffy that even the
beach pebbles look as if they have been
hand-washed in detergent by the Grear
Housewife, Maggie TI1atcher.
PG***SFFV

Information overload
I N THE midst of an information
tsunami, most of us know all
sorts of things we 'don 't know
we know.' And we don't want to
know what we 'don't know we
know· .... because we can barely
handle what we know we know.
• Bishop Charles J. Chaput. Deus ex
Machin11: How to Think About Technology.
16 CRISIS 18. 18-22 (Oct. 1998).

Hairtales

Feature movies are life cooked.
Documenlaries are life raw. Which may
he why, as the tccb.uical elaboration
of features has increasesd throug;b
digitalisation and computer generated
images, documentaries have made a
<.-omeback. so strong it sometimes appears
that all topics have been covered.
Despite this, the young documentary
team, director Scott Anderson, writer/
director Cath Moore and producer
Oliver Lawrance, have found the
ultimately commonplace topic: hair.
Perhaps not so commonplace: Hair was
a stage and movie hit and Alexander
Pope's The Rape of the Lock rclllains
one of the wittiest narrative poems in
English literature.
Easy to play off their punning title
and say, 'Hair today, gone tomorrow: But
the work has an enduring fascination.
The 12 interviewees, selected from
100, short-listed to 25, include Gaby
a teenager whose hair and dark skin
suggest an African heritage yet, as she
reveals, her parents are white leaving
her to wonder whether her father reaUy
Taken
was a French diplomat.
Margaret, another inwrviewee, takes
Formula I paced thriller directed
delight
in her eccentric collecting of hair
by Pierre Morel and co-written by
Luc Besson and Robert Mark Kamen. to weave into various objects. Lance, an
ClA agent Bry an (Liarn Neeson) has embalmer, talks ebulliently of styling
retired but is by no means burnt-out. the hair of the dead
Contrasting comedy is provided by
H«· demonstrates this when his beloved
daughter Kim (Maggie Grace) is Sam, 'a Jew from Calcutta: and a hair
kidnapped in Paris by a group of nasties regrowth specialist whose expertise
from behind what used to be the Iron does not apply to himself. He sports
a splendid wig and believes that bald
Curtain.
The violence and the fusillades arc men arc hot11 accident prone and
so extreme they blur the movie's theme: selfish. The interlinking interviewee is
trafficking in women, once called white Esther, a Cana<lian-Australian, who give
slavery, is back and is not confined to au overall academic ";ew of the subject.
The stand-out segments involve
foreign parts while its advocates call
for deregulation and the play of market Mim, a home-visit hairdresser, and are
potentially the basis for a Hitchcockia.n
forces.
F
MA IS+***NFV thriller.In the course of snipping and
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clipping, Mim acquired a client who
insisted she vary his hairstyle on each
visit. Suhsequently the police came
calling. Her client was a serial killer of
women whose murders were linked
with his haircnts. He is now in jail. Sbe
no longer makes house calls
The wol'k is part of Fringe. an
initiative of the Screen Producers
Association of Australia and has its world
premiere this month. A TV broadcast is
also scheduled. Whether it is pid.ed up
for cinema screening remains, like the
nex:t haircnt, to be seen.
No rating issued ycc. NFFV

Towel head
Writer/director Alan Ball bases his
movie on a novel by Alicia Erian; it
echoes another, Lolita, by Vladimir
Nabokov and more distantly the
archetypal TV series Peyton Place.
During Gulf War I, Jasira Maroun
(Summer BishiJJ), aged 13, is scnr to
a cul-de-sac of Macmansions in Texas
by her wayward mother Gail Monahan
(Maria Bello) in California after her
mother's lover Barry (Chris Messina)
moves on her.
Her refoge is the Macmansion of
her womanising father Rifat (Peter
Macdissi). Among the neighbours are
Travis Vuoso (Aaron Eckhart) a waspy,
army reservist and Thomas Bradley
(Eugene Jones) an African-American
schoomate of Jasira's.
Toni Collette comes on as Melina
Hines, the caring liberal who with her
Arabic speaking husband Cil (Matt
Letscher) tries to help Jasira through
puberty while she is torn belween
Vuoso and Thomas. not to mention
fantasies and behaviour inspired by
Vuoso's porn magazine collection,
discovered when she babysits his sou,
Zack (Chase Ellison).
Fine cast although their characters
seem lo be predetermined by
demography not plausibility In
any case. they cannot overcome rhe
embarrassment compounded by Ball
shuffling stereotypes and giving Rifat,
a Lebanese Christian, reaction!> usually
associated with Lebane�c Muslims.
MAlS+*NFFV
(Note in the U.S the film was rated
R for strong disturbing sexual content
and abuse involving a young teen and
for language).

WAR AND PEACE

Monuments to diplomacy but little or no value in ending coriflict.

KEEPING THE 'PEACE'?
By Michael O'Connor
N the readings for the as conciliation, arbitration, inter
14th Sunday in Ordinary marriage, trade, the establishment and
time, Year A, the prophet enforcement of laws, and diplomacy.
Zechariah referring to
Sometimes, all these measures fail
the coming of the Christ and force is used. Force used to enforce
proclaims that: "He will the judgements of legitimate tribunals
-�......;-..• banish chariots from is likewise legitimate but is normally
Ephraim and horses from Jerusalem; limited in extent and restrained by law.
the bow of war will be banished. He Thus, police may use force to disarm an
wiU proclaim peace for the nations."
offender but will normally use lethal
To many people, peace means the force only when all other means fail
absence of conflict, especially armed or where innocent life is in immediate
conflict. As Christians, we know that danger.
perfect peace cannot be achieved in
The Church in its wisdom
this life. In an imperfect world, conflict understands that force, even lethal force,
is an everyday reality in any society. may need to be used in the interests of
The challenge for humanity is less to peace. The Catechism of the Catholic
eliminate than to manage conflict, to Church sets out at Article 2309 the
achieve the resolution of the differences precise conditions that must be met if
that lead to conflict with the minimum force is to be used legitimately.
of force.
"\\'hen we are urged to 'work for
Conflict occurs at all levels - in the peace', we need to clearly understand
family, the neighbourhood, the wider what is meant by working. For most
community, the nation and between . people, the ability to work for peace
nations. It is the normal function of will be limited to conflict resolution
even primitive communities to seek to within their families. It may mean
limit conflict by all sorts of formal and intervening in a violent situation in the
informal means including such measures community to restore peace. Some may

I

Indiscriminate Liberties

t follows, therefore, from what has been said that it is in no way
permissible to demand, to defend or to accord indiscriminate liberty
of thought, of writing, of teaching, of religious worship, as so many
rights bestowed on man by nature. For if nature had really bestowed
them, it would be lawful to reject the sovereignty of God and no law
could restrain human liberty.
It also follows that such diverse sorts of liberties can for adequate
reasons be tolerated, provided that an appropriate moderation
prevents them from degenerating into licence and disorder.
Lastly, wherever custom has established such liberties, the citizen
must profit by them to do good and consider them in the same light
as the Church. For every liberty must be accounted legitimate to the
extent that it increases the power of doing good, and beyond that,
never.
- Pope Leo XIII, Encyclical Letter, June 20, 1888, Llbertas [On Human Liberty]
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work professionally in the wide range of
community institutions that have been
established to manage conflict.
All too often, the charge to work for
peace is understood to mean taking
some public political position in respect
of some overseas conflict. This can
be risky in the absence of complete
knowledge of the issues involved,
knowledge which is often denied to
ordinary people not least because
of the inadequacy of our sources of
information. It is also likely to be totally
ineffectual if not actually counter
productive.
At the international level, numerous
attempts have been made over the
centuries to establish structures and
procedures for limiting or ending
wars and ameliorating their effects.
The scorecard has been mixed at best
and the old school teacher's comment
of "could do better" would be an
understatement.
The United Nations, established at
the close of World War II, was intended
to provide a mechanism for resolving
conflict. Unlike the preceding League
of Nations, the UN through its Security
Council was designed to enforce peace
where ordinary diplomatic exchange
failed. But the UN bas failed not
because the mechanism was inadequate
but because its members have declined
to carry out the peacekeeping function
in any realistic way.
The UN Charter provides two
operational levels for peacemaking peacekeeping and peace enforcement.
The peacekeeping process provides
for the military and police supervision
of a formal peace agreement between
contending parties. Peace enforcement
is a more robust process where a UN or
UN-authorised military force engages in
active operations against an aggressor.
Implicit in each case is the military
support for a diplomatic solution to the
conflict.

Successful
peacekeeping
1s
dependent upon honest adhl:'rence
by the contending parties to a formal
agreement. The success rate for
VERYONE, without exception, wants happiness, blessedness.
peacekeeping operations is dismal.
However they all have different ideas about it: one thinks it lies in
Peacekeeping forces have been in
the delight of the senses and an easy life: another, in virtue: another,
place in Kashmir and the Middle East
in knowledge of the truth. Hence He who teaches all men ... begins
since the 194-0s without any solution
by correcting those who stray, guiding those who are on the way. and
to the conflicts in sight. With the end
welcoming those who are knocking at the door... So he who is the Way,
of the Cold War in 1990, hopes grew
that, freed from the almost inevitable
the Truth and the Life (Jn 14,6) both corrects and guides and welcomes,
Soviet veto in th<' Security Council,
and he begins with these words: Blessed are the poor in spirit. The
UN-based peacekeeping could be
false wisdom of this world, which is really foolishness (1 Cor. 3,19),
made rffective. Rwanda, Sierra Leone
gives its opinions without understanding what it is saying. It pronounces
and the former Yugoslavia put paid
blessed aliens, whose mouths swear false promises while their right
to that. Peacekeeping can also be very
hands are filled with perjury because their garners are full, affording
dangerous for the peacekeepers who,
every kind of store, their sheep increase to myriads, their oxen are fat,
all tou often, become hostages to the
(cf� Ps 144 (143] 7-13). Yet all their wealth is unstable and their peace
combatants because of the ludicrously
is no peace (Jer. 6.14), their satisfaction is unthinking.
passive rules of engagement imposed by
- Isaac ot Estella. died AD 1171. Cisterclan monk. Sennon 1 for the Feast of AU Saints
their UN masters.
The UN is reluctant to authorise
much less undcrtak.e any peace
The UN military adviser has no told me. there is no need for UN troops
enforcement. Yet, especially in the case
troops of his own and his tiny military to collect intelligence; whatever is
of internal conflicts, enforcem<'nt is staff tends to be as hureaucratic as
necessary can be provided by a team of
often inescapable because the contesting the rest of the UN as well as seriously
acadeuric:s. So ingrained is this view that
parties owe allegiance to no recognised understaffed. Some years ago when
the original UN commander in Rwanda,
authority other than themselves. The I studied the UN's peacekeeping role,
Canada's General Romeo Dallaire,
UN has authorised peace enforcement the deputy military adviser was a
whose informal intelligence gatht'ring
missions in Korea in 1950, the Congo seriously depressed Indian brigadier.
convinced him of the fo11hcoming 1994
later in that decade. in Kuwait in 1990 At about that time, a nomber of the
massacre, was told by UN headquarters
and in East 'Jimor and Kosovo. In each Western natioos offered to and did
in New York to stop collecting
case, except the Congo which failed <-ontribute professional staff officers
dismally, leadership and control had at their own expense to boost the intelligence. More recently, an Australian
to be provided by the United States or UN's military planning, operations and soldier who sought intelligence about
and
another Western country. The UN itself logistic capabilities. Very soon on the Timorese militia was disciplined
sent
home!
was simply unahle to do the job. Even motion of that great military power, the
For most people, the object of
so, the outcomes have been far less than Bahamas, the UN General Assembly's
peacekeeping
diplomacy should be to
peaceful and lensions remain.
.finance committee resolved to send save life. The UN, however, seems more
In theory. the UN is in charge of these officers home. Their crime: they
peace missions. The Security Council were erfectivcly excluding officers from intent on producing peace agreements
will confer the authority whil<' smaller countries from the UN gravy which can be filed as monuments ro
diplomacy but which, especially in the
implementation is in the hands of train.
case
of internal conflicts, have little
the Secretary General. He is advised
Service iu a UN peacekeeping
or
no
value in ending conflict. Peace
through the Under-Secretary General force can be very dangerous as well as
will
not
he achieved by diplomats.,
for Peacekeeping Operations by a indfectual br.cause, typically, their rule�
bureaucrats
or even soldiers and police.
military adviser, typically a senior Anny of cngaferoent prevent the use of force
hope
that
peace can be achieved
Any
officer from a member country. 111e unless the troops are attacked. They may
under
their
anspices
is a delusion tJ,ar
necessary troops - and oflcu police - not defend the cjvilian communities
our
politicians
should
recognise. The
are provided by member countries on whose peace they are keeping and
effort
is
certainly
worthy
aud may
a voluntary basis from their own forces. this restriction has led to a number
even
ameliorate
some
of
the
sofferings
The problem is that loo many of those of massacres, notably in Rwanda and
troops arc ill-trained, disciplined or Bosnia as the pcace.k.eeper11 stood by and of the victims. Uldmately, however,
equipped. Many from poorer countries watched. Casnalties among peacekeepers peace comes from the hearts of men
illumiuared, one hopes.. by the teachings
are 'volunteered' so as to garner UN have not beeu insignificant.
s11bsidies for their armed forces. The
The diplomats who staff the UN have of Our Lord.
more professional forces tend not to a naive and constitut ional antagonism
play any but a logistic support role to the use of force. This becomes MtCHAf.L o·CON!COR is u,•cutive dittccor or the
Austnlian Defence Auooauon. A former pau-ol
because the UN command system and so intense that, as a very senjor and officer in Papua New Guinta he also servrd in the
experienced UN peacekeeping official Royal Ausu-ali20 Navy a, en int�lligence officer.
operational policie� are not tnmed.

"Their Peace is no Peace"

E
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